CHANGING WORK AND EMPLOYMENT SCENARIO

Dr. Ranjeet Mehta

Global shift towards increased development of IT by governments emerged in the nineties, with the advent of the World Wide Web. But today, the scale of the internet is so huge, that it doesn’t make sense to look at the information on a monthly basis, or even to use daily figures.

Digital technology is at the center of today’s economic development debate due to its wide use during the Covid-19 outbreak. Digital transformation is happening in technology to change the way you do business. It’s a fundamental cultural shift in how you interact with the customers.

In just one year, the COVID-19 crisis has brought about years of change in the way companies in all sectors and regions do business. According to a new McKinsey Global Survey of executives, their companies have accelerated the digitization of their customer and supply-chain interactions and their internal operations by three to four years. This share of digital or digitally enabled products in their portfolios has accelerated to a great extent. People expect most of these changes to be long lasting and companies are already making significant investments in technologies.

Not that technology is making a difference today but it was already disrupting production processes, especially through the rapid scale-up of digital platforms. Digital technology has been challenging the traditional boundaries of firms, changing global value chains and the geography of jobs. New business models - digital platform firms - have been able to evolve rapidly from local start-ups to massive global companies, often with few employees or tangible assets. Digital platforms have enabled clusters of businesses to form in underdeveloped rural areas.

India is on the cusp of a massive digital revolution. We are in exciting times and being a digitally native country; there is an opportunity to ride on the digital infrastructure to strengthen payments, trade and information flows. It is a sustainable and inclusive growth, India has skipped a generation in telecom technology going from no connectivity to over 350 million mobile internet users in less than two decades. The impending growth of digital assets has offered India with many unique opportunities to leapfrog its traditional deficit in physical infrastructure. It will help enhance the economic conditions in remote areas, spur new businesses by enabling access for a large number of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), creating a strong digital identity for the country. Above all, digital infrastructure growth will empower the government to embrace and enable innovation, provide resources to help increase agricultural productivity as well as enable improved healthcare access for rural areas, potentially reducing mortality levels. It will also bring financial services to the unbanked rural and underprivileged communities and help fulfill the country’s longstanding goal of education for all.

Technology has created seismic shifts in the mix of skills required to succeed in the labour market. While returns to routine, job-specific skills are declining, the premium for skills that cannot be replaced by robots has been increasing. These include cognitive skills such as critical thinking, as well as socio-behavioural skills such as managing and recognizing emotions that enhance teamwork. Earnings are higher for those who have a combination of these skills. The evolving world of work demands adaptable skills that enable workers to transfer more easily from one task to another.
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GETTING READY FOR COMMON LAW ADMISSION TEST (CLAT)

Ari S

The nearly three decades ago for just a handful of students completing their SSC or intermediate, the focus used to be on two entrance tests IT entrance examination (now JEE) and JEE (now JEE Advanced) with passage of time more tests have come up, one of which is Common Law Entrance Examination popularly known as CLAT.

The need for CLAT began to select students for admission to National Law Universities. Before such law universities were established, law as a subject was taught usually at universities and at their affiliated colleges. Only after graduation a candidate was eligible for enrollment for LLB which is the common acronym for Bachelor of Law. National Law Universities came with five years integrated course leading to Bachelor of Law degree, known as BA, LLB Honours. This helped students to choose a career path in law right after their 12th standard. These Law Universities also brought a new respect to a qualification in law and legal education by maintaining high standard of education and also keeping the entry bar high.

The first National Law University was established at Bangalore in the year 1996. Now there are 22 such law universities spread all over India at Sonepat, Jodhpur, Shillim, Aurangabad, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Raipur, Jodhpur, Lucknow, Nagpur, Tiruchirappalli, Visakhapatnam, Bhopal, Kolkata, Chandigarh, Ranchi, Patna, Kochi, Patiala, Guwahati and Cuttack. So, we can say that every major Indian state has a National Law University.

Admission to integrated undergraduate programme is in law B.A.LL.B (Hons.) at all these universities is on the basis of performance in the admission test CLAT. At few such universities B.B.L.L.B (Hons.) is also conducted. Any student with minimum 45 percent marks in 12th standard ( irrespective of discipline like Arts, Commerce, Science etc.) is eligible to appear in CLAT. This year CLAT is scheduled to be held in June. The objective of CLAT is to test a candidate for aptitude and skills considered relevant for an education in law. Candidates are mainly tested for reasoning and comprehension. CLAT is also held for postgraduate courses (LLM etc.) at the above universities. This article is about CLAT for undergraduate courses which carries the standard term of UG-CLAT, referred here as just CLAT.

CLAT in its latest form comprises 150 questions which are expected to be answered in a period of 2 hours i.e. 120 minutes. Each correct answer will fetch 1 mark for the candidate while for every wrong answer 1/4 mark would be deducted as per the system of negative marking. The 150 questions are from 5.
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Digital technology has changed the terms of work. Rather than standard long-term contracts, digital technologies have given rise to more short-term work, often via online work platforms. Those gaps make certain kinds of work more accessible and flexible. The gig economy as of now has been slow to take over traditional occupations. The largest three global gig platforms - Freelancer of Australia, Upwork in the United States, and Zhubaijia in China - have 60 million total users; only 0.3 to 0.5% of the active labor force participate in the gig economy globally. It is expected that COVID-19 pandemic will reinforce these pre-existing trends and increase the urgency of corresponding policy responses. We have noticed that the platform firms are dominating markets even more. We are already seeing Amazon and Alibaba getting even bigger and stronger as brick-and-mortar stores are unable to compete. Companies will invest more in their ability to conduct business over the internet to be more resilient to potential lockdowns. Companies may also have more incentive to invest in automation and restore production to shield against value chain disruption. Digital technology is also improving people’s ability to work from home. This is subject to remote work, which depends on the type of jobs and tasks to be done, as well as digital capacity - varies significantly across and within countries. Jobs that are conducive to remote work are more prevalent in rich countries, where workers with higher levels of education and in salaried full-time jobs. Digital infrastructure is scarce or of low quality in many developing countries. The rapid spread of technology accelerated by the pandemic has led to a growing need for businesses and governments to adapt it. Technology can be a boon to society if businesses and governments prepare and adapt. The pandemic has pushed societies to an inflection point where digitizing technology is no longer an option, but a necessity. It has also created jobs at risk, in many cases of work that has no longer a need or a purpose. It is also more vulnerable. With the rise of online jobs and services, businesses and governments can take the crisis as an opportunity to build for the future. Many businesses, especially in developing economies, are digitally disconnected. They may not have access to workers with the right skills and face challenging business environments. Workers, on the other hand, lack protection and do not have the skills or learn in markets to adapt. To face these challenges, businesses need to embrace technology and training programs to equip their workers with the right skills. Businesses can also consider apprenticeships to equip future workers with the right sets of skills.

As businesses around the world were forced into working from-home environments due to COVID-19 stay-at-home orders, what was once vehemently opposed by some organizations became their only mode of operation. So now the reality is that Twitter announced that it will allow its employees to work from home "forever," part in part because "the past few months have proven we can make that work." The times are changing, and businesses and governments need to adapt. The pandemic has accelerated digitization and automation across a range of industries and sectors. This calls for upskilling and reskilling, both for human skills as well as digital skills. At the same time, policymakers have an equally major role in supporting employers, especially the MSMEs that account for the majority of employment in India and many other world economies. Employers, meanwhile, need to be ready to pivot their businesses towards the new models that are emerging. Despite the pinch of the COVID-19 must continue to look ahead with optimism. Time is not on our side. When work from home will have a sizable share in employment sector, getting new job opportunities for the unemployed youths located in rural areas. (The author is Deputy Secretary General at PHDCCI, New Delhi, E-mail: ranjeet melhata@gmail.com)

Views expressed are personal
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Government of India
Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
(PHRD DIVISION)
Transport Bhavan, 1, Parliament Street, New Delhi-110001
Vacancy Advertisement

Name of the post: Deputy Chairperson. Cochin Port Trust.
Pay scale: Rs. 30000-120000 (The Pay Scale is as per New 7th Pay Commission Pay Table)

Number of Vacancy: 1

The Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways is an autonomous body governed under the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963. The appointment to the post is made by the Central Government, in consultation with the Governor of Kerala, under section 3(1) (b) of the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963. Eligible Officers of the Central and State Govts. or the Minor Port Trusts, may apply for the post. Preference may be given to those having experience or working in the Port and Shipping Sector. The appointment of the Officer(s) at the Centre and the appointment of the Officer(s) at the State level will be on deputation basis for a period of five years. The terms and conditions of appointment of the Officer(s) selected shall be as per the rules and instructions of Central Government. The last date for receipt of applications in this Ministry is 18.02.2021. The candidates are required to apply for the post through the online application portal (online vacancy chipmin.nic.in). For more details please log on to the website of Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways (www.shipmin.gov.in) or (onlin vacancy chipmin.nic.in).

INSTITUTE OF RAIL TRANSPORT

1. TRANSPORT ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT
2. MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORT (CONTAINERISATION & LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT)
3. RAIL TRANSPORT & MANAGEMENT

Each Course Fee: ₹ 7,000/- (including Study Material & Credit Classes).
Eligibility: Graduate or Three Years Diploma in any discipline from any recognized University/Institute/State Govt, with relaxation to Central/State Govt. employees/armed service personnel (serving & Retired), these candidates should have completed 3rd Service. 3rd Service + 1st year working experience.

EXAMINATION CENTRES: Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Secunderabad, Lucknow, Guwahati and Bhubaneswar. (Subject to sufficient number of students appearing in any centre).

Registration fee: ₹ 1000/- in addition to the application fee of ₹ 1000/-

Applicants are advised to check the eligibility criteria and examination centres mentioned in the advertisement carefully.

Krishti Vigyan Kendra Sitamarhi
(An Unit of ICAR)
Villa Post- Bahla Maheshwani, Via-Janakpur Road, Puri
Dist- Sitamarhi (Bihar) - 943220

Advt. No. - KV/KSTR-RD/2021-01

The Krishti Vigyan Kendra, Sitamarhi is an elevated ICAR, New Delhi & managed by reputed society Samta Seva Kendra, Chainpur, Janakpur Road, Sitamarhi. The applications are invited for the following posts on interview basis.

1. Subject Matter Specialist (i) (Rs. 15,600-30,000, GP- Rs. 1000) - 01
   (ii) Home Science - 01, (iii) Plant Protection - 01

Supporting Staff (Rs. 5,200-20,200, GP- Rs. 1800) - 02

The last date for receipt of the application is 30 days from the date of advertisement.

Note: For details log on www.samtaevesakendra.com on carrier or https://kristhivigyan.kvd.in on recruitment.

Secretary
Samta Seva Kendra
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HSCC (INDIA) LIMITED
(A Subsidiary of NBCC (India) Limited)
(A Government of India Enterprise)
E-8(A), Sector-1, Noida-201301 (U.P.)

HSCC (INDIA) LIMITED is a premier multi-disciplinary MINIRATNA profit making company providing quality consultancy services in healthcare and other social sectors for the last more than 37 years. Applications are invited from dynamic and result oriented professionals for its ongoing and future assignments. The company offers an informal work atmosphere and a compensation package matching with industry norms with good opportunities for professionals who are self-starters.

Documents required with application: All relevant certificates/testimonials, duly self attested in duplicate, photograph, age, qualifications, caste, disability, experience, identity proof and passport size photograph.

For further details like educational qualifications, experience, relaxation, application procedure and other eligibility criteria etc., please visit the CAREERS section of our website www.hssccl.com.
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SARDAR VALABHIBHAI NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, SURAT

(under the Ministry of Education, Govt. of India)
P.O. VC/CHIEF CANTINA, SURAT-395 007, GUJARAT, INDIA
Website: http://www.svnit.ac.in

Advt. No. Estt./2021/TECH. ASSIST/224
Date: March 12, 2021

RECRUITMENT FOR NON-TEACHING POSITIONS
Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat (SVNIT) is established by the Government of India under the Act of Parliament, offering U.G. and P.G. Programs in Engineering/ Technology and Sciences. The institute is in search of bright, dynamic, experienced, qualified, and suitable Indian Nationals to fill the vacant positions. The institute invites online applications for the following Non-Teaching positions on direct recruitment in various departments of the institute.

Sl. No. Name of the Post(s) & Field Relevant Discipline No. of Vacant Posts Total
1 Technical Assistant Pay Level 6 (PB-3 & GP Rs. 4200), Upper Age limit - 30 Years Chemical Engineering/Chemistry 02 00 00 00 02
Computer Science & Engineering 02 00 00 00 02
Electronics, Electrical, Instrumentation Engineering 02 00 00 00 04
Mechanical Engineering 01 01 01 00 04
Civil Engineering 01 01 01 00 04
Total 02 02 00 00 04 17

* One post reserved for PWD.

The eligibility criteria for the above posts is as per Recruitment Rules of NITs (2019) and as updated from time to time by Ministry of Education, Govt. of India. For details regarding the online Application Form, Educational Qualifications, Experience, Specialization, other requirements and terms & conditions for these positions, visit the institute website http://www.svnit.ac.in. The number of posts may vary at the time of final selection recruitment.

The interested candidates may only apply ONLINE through the Institute website http://www.svnit.ac.in. On completion of filling / uploading the online application form and its submission, please download a copy of the submitted application form and its enclosures including the self-attested photo-copies of the certificates/testimonials/... along with proof of applicable fee and send the same to the Deputy Registrar (Establishment), Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology (SVNIT), Ichchhanath, Damas Road, Surat - 395 007, Gujarat by Speed/Registered Post so as to reach on or before 08th May 2021. The envelope containing the application form must be superscribed as Application for the post of Technical Assistant (Specialization/Field)........ Application ID No. 1502611166117
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REGISTRAR

Samta Seva Kendra
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Secretary
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Filling up of the posts of Inspector Assistant & Stenographer Gr.II in the office of the Competent Authority, SAFEM (FOP) & NDPSA, Chennai on deputation basis regarding.

Applications invite from suitable candidates for appointment on deputation basis for the post of Inspector Assistant & Stenographer Gr.III in the office of the Competent Authority, SAFEM (FOP) & NDPSA, Chennai. The details regarding the posts are given as under:

### Inspector

**02 (Two) as PR-2 Rs. 9000-34800-2400**

- **(Pre-revised)** Revised-35400V & Pay Matrix Level-6

Officers under the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations: Eligibility:

1. Inspector of Income-tax or Customs and GST (previously Central Excise) or Narcotics (Central Bureau of Narcotics or Narcotics Control Bureau) or Assistant Enforcement Officer or Sub-Inspector of Police Organization, Central Bureau of Investigation.

OR

2. Head Clerk or Tax Assistants or Upper Division Clerks of Income-tax, GST (previously Central Excise) and Customs Department who have qualified in the Departmental Examination for promotion to the grade of Inspector in the respective Departments.

- **(Pre-revised)** Revised-35400V & Pay Matrix Level-6

Officers under the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations: Eligibility:

1. Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the pay scale of Inspector.

2. Upper Division Clerk or Assistant of the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations and of Income-tax or Customs, Directorate of Enforcement, Narcotics Control Bureau in the prescribed scale of Rs. 25000-20000 with Grade Pay Rs. 24000- with 8 years regular service in that grade.

### Assistant

**05 (Five) as PR-2 Rs. 9000-34800-2400**

- **(Pre-revised)** Revised-35400V & Pay Matrix Level-6

Officers under the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations: Eligibility:

1. Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the pay scale of Inspector.

OR

2. Upper Division Clerk or Assistant of the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations and of Income-tax or Customs, Directorate of Enforcement, Narcotics Control Bureau in the prescribed scale of Rs. 25000-20000 with Grade Pay Rs. 24000- with 8 years regular service in that grade.

### Stenographer Gr.II

**01 (One)**

Officers under the Central or State Government Departments or Organisations: Eligibility:

1. Holding analogous posts or

2. With 8 years regular service in the grade of Stenographer Grade III Possessing a speed of 100 words per minute in Stenography (English)

For the posts mentioned above, provision of knowledge in the operation of computers will be considered as additional qualifications.

The deputation shall be governed by the conditions as contained in the DOPAT'S O.M No. 27/91/ESTT(Pay-I) dated 05.01.84 and No. 56/89/Estt. (Pay-I) dt.17.11.2020 as amended from time to time.

The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization/department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years, but extendable upto seven years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 55 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

The official selected can opt to draw the grade pay of the post (Matrix Level as per 7th CPC) for which he is selected or his pay plus deputation allowance (10% of his basic pay in case of outsourcing officers and 5% for non-officials, subject to maximum of Rs. 9000/- and 4500/- respectively as per 7th CPC).

Bio-data in the prescribed format (Annexure-1) of the eligible and willing candidates in terms of the above criteria and who can be spared immediately may be forwarded to this office latest by 10 days from the date of issue of this circular through proper channel along with Certificate, Vigilance Clearance Certificate, Certificate showing that no major/minor penalty was imposed during the last 10 years and photocopies of ACR/APARs for the last 05 years duly attested.

The applicants who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their names at a later date and only such applications which are duly forwarded by the office and accompanied by the ACRs / APARs and Vigilance Clearance certificates will be considered.

J. NARAYANAN
Superintendent (Admin)
SAFEM/NDP-SA, CHENNAI

ANNEXURE-I

| Name and Address (in BLOCK letters) | |
| Date of Birth (in Christian era) | |
| Date of entry into service | |

**BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA**

3. Name of the post held on substantive basis in the parent organisation

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state

a) The date of initial appointment

b) Period of appointment

c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which the applicant belongs

d) Name of the post and pay band of the post held in substantive basis in the parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department along with Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (a) & (d) above must be given in all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/organisation but still maintaining a lien on his parent cadre/organisation.

10. If any post held on Deputation in the past by the applicant of the last payment and other details

11. Additional details about present employment: Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the relevant column)

   a) Central Government
   b) State Government
   c) Autonomous Organization
   d) Government Undertaking
   e) Universities
   f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and serve in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 6/2021

Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct recruitment by selection through website http://www.upsconline.nic.in to the following posts by 16th April, 2021.

1. (Vacancy No. 21030601127) Fourteen vacancies for the post of Specialist Grade-III Assistant Professor (Pediatrics), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, (SC-01, OBC-08, EWS-02, UR-06) (PH-01)’ (Of the fourteen vacancies one vacancy is reserved for candidates belonging to PwBD with locomotor Disability who are born and brought up in the areas bordering between Assam, Meghalaya, Meghalaya and Nagaland, or North East area or a child of such persons or a child of a person who has been recognized research institute or public sector undertakings or statutory or autonomous organization). Age: 40 years. Pay Scale: Level-11 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC plus NPA.

2. (Vacancy No. 21030602127) Two vacancies for the post of Specialist Grade-III Assistant Professor (Physiology), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, (EWS-01, UR-01) Age: 40 years. Pay Scale: Level-11 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC plus NPA.

3. (Vacancy No. 21030603127) Eleven vacancies for the post of Specialist Grade-III Assistant Professor (Psychiatry), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, (SC-01, OBC-03, UR-07) Age: 40 years. Pay Scale: Level-11 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC plus NPA.

4. (Vacancy No. 21030604127) One vacancy for the post of Specialist Grade-III Assistant Professor (Surgical Gastroenterology), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, (UR-01) Age: 40 years. Pay Scale: Level-11 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC plus NPA.

The detailed advertisement along with instructions and Additional Information to candidates for recruitment by Selection has been displayed on the University website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website http://www.upsconline.nic.in EN 48/4

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in PB
Grade Pay
Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organization which is not following the Central Government’s pay scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay and rate of increment
Dearness Pay/Interim relief etc.
other Allowances etc.
(with break-up details)
Total Emoluments

16. Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied for in support of your suitability for the post. (This among other things may provide information with regard to (i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and (iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement)
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (STC)/ Absorption/Re-employment (Basis: (Office of the Central/State Government are only eligible for "Absorption". Candidates of non-Government Organizations are eligible only for Short Term Contract.)
# (The option of 'STC' / 'Absorption' / 'Re-employment' is available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned recruitment by 'STC' or 'Absorption' or 'Re-employment').

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST/CUU/Other EWS

continued from page 4
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in respect of Essential Qualifications/Work Experience submitted by me will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The information and details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

(Signature of the candidate)

Date

Address

Certification by the Employer/ Cadre Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and correct as per the facts available on records. Hers/his possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the vacancy circular. If selected, hers/his will be relieved immediately.

2. Also certified that;
   i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/ contemplated against hers/him.
   ii) Her/Him is entitled.
   iii) Her/Her Officer's name is on/does not enclose photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5 years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of India or above are enclosed.
   iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years.
   v) A list of minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed (as the case may be).

Countersigned

(Shailesh Gautam)
Under Secretary
Admn.III
Union Public Service Commission
Tel. No. 011-23388476

(Email/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)
EMPLOYEES STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION
(Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt. of India)

ESIC Corporation is looking to induct high caliber professionals in the listed categories of services:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of Post (Civil)</th>
<th>Method of recruitment</th>
<th>Scale of Pay</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Executive Engineer (Civil)</td>
<td>Deputation (Including Short Term Contract) Absorption</td>
<td>Pay Band-3, Rs. 15000-39100+ Grade Pay Rs. 6500/-(Level 11, Rs. 67700-207700)</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Executive Engineer (Civil)</td>
<td>Deputation (Including Short Term Contract) Absorption</td>
<td>Pay Band-3, Rs. 15000-39100+ Grade Pay Rs. 6500/-(Level 11, Rs. 67700-207700)</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Assistant Executive Engineer (Civil)</td>
<td>Deputation (Including Short Term Contract) Absorption</td>
<td>Pay Band-3, Rs. 15000-39100+ Grade Pay Rs. 5400/- (Level 10, Rs. 54000-177500)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Officers possessing the required qualifications and experience, as given below, can apply for these posts:

1. POST: EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (CIVIL)

Eligibility, Educational Qualifications and Experience required:

- Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Bodies or Public Sector Undertakings:
  - A) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department.
  - B) Holding analogous post on the establishment of the cadre or department.
  - C) Holding analogous post on the establishment of the cadre or department.
  - D) Any person who has served on an analogous post on the establishment of the cadre or department.

Note 1: Permanent appointment on deputation under the Central Government shall be made immediately providing that the post to which the candidate is deputed is filled up before the expiry of the deputation.

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation is 55 years.

2. POST: ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (CIVIL)

Eligibility, Educational Qualifications and Experience required:

- Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Bodies or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Research Institutions or Central/State Government.

Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion will be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation (STC).

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 3: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 4: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

1. POST: EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (ELECTRICAL)

Eligibility, Educational Qualifications and Experience required:

- Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Bodies or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Research Institutions or Central/State Government.

Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion will be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation (STC).

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 3: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 4: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

1. POST: ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (ELECTRICAL)

Eligibility, Educational Qualifications and Experience required:

- Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Bodies or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Research Institutions or Central/State Government.

Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion will be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation (STC).

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 3: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.

Note 4: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation (STC) is 55 years.
V. Ramalingaswami Bhavan, Ansanl Nagar, New Delhi-110029.

Adv. No. ICMRHQ/2021/1/ADMINI

VACANCY CIRCULAR

LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS: 5th May 2021

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) is an Autonomous Organization under the Department of Health Research, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India. ICMR is dealing with biomedical / health research in various areas, in collaboration with national / international agencies, through its Headquarters at New Delhi and 27 Institutes / Centres and a large number of field stations, situated across the country. ICMR invites online applications, from Indian Citizens, up to 5th May, 2021 till 5:30 PM to fill up the post of ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL at ICMR Hqrs., New Delhi. In Level 15 of Pay Matrix (Rs. 15200-24900) (7th CPC Scale) and usual allowances as admissible to ICMR employees for appointment, on regular basis, under Direct Recruitment.

1. Essential Qualification & Experience:
   i) MD/MS/MDNB or equivalent degree* recognized by MCI OR First Class Master's degree with Ph.D. from a recognized University in subject.
   ii) 15 years R&D experience in the relevant areas as listed in Annexure-I from a recognized institute, preferably 5 years in a managerial position to handle R&D projects independently including 3 years regular service in the pay matrix level - 14 or equivalence as per DoPT guidelines as amended from time to time.
   iii) Age limit: Upper age limit is 60 years. The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be as per the guidelines of Department of Personnel and Training issued from time to time. However, the prescribed age may be relaxed in exceptional cases for experienced and qualified candidates by DG, ICMR.
   iv) Application Fee (non-refundable) of Rs. 1000/- (Rupees one thousand only) is required. SC/ST/Women/PWD/Ex-Service personnel candidates are exempted from application fee. Application fee is to be paid by candidates through online link given in the application form.

Candidature should apply online through https://recruit.icmr.org.in. Printout of the online application along with self-attested documents may be sent by Speed Post to Assistant Director-General (Admn.), Room No.404, Indian Council of Medical Research, V. Ramalingaswami Bhavan, Ansanl Nagar, New Delhi-110029, so as to reach on or before 12th May, 2021. For detailed advertisement, please visit ICMR website at www.icmr.nic.in or https://recruit.icmr.org.in.

Assistant Director-General (Admn.)

EN 46/12

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of shortlisting for the post. The information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Signature of the candidate

Date

Address

Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the vacancy Circular/ Employment News, if selected, he/she will be relieved immediately.

1. Also certified that:
   i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against him/her.
   ii) His/Her integrity is certified.
   iii) He/Her CSR dossier is in original/enclosed/photos of the ACs for the last 5 years (in this case, APARs/CRs for either Financial year from 2015-2016 to 2019-2020 or Calendar Year from 2016 to 2020) duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of India or above are enclosed.
   iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years or A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed (as the case may be)

(Email/ Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)
Government of India
National Board for Higher Mathematics
Department of Atomic Energy
Mumbai - 400 001

Advt. No. 01/IMSc/2021
Date: 03.03.2021

THE NBHM DOCTORAL SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME 2021 ANNUOUNCEMENT OF THE WRITTEN TEST

The National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM), DAE, invites applications for its Doctoral Scholarship Scheme 2021. The test is scheduled to be held online on 18th April 2021 (1400 hrs to 1730 hrs). Details of the test are available on the portal https://www.nbhm.org.in.

Applications are invited from dynamic, sincere and hard working qualified professionals for following positions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>VC No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>No. of Vacancies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24/20</td>
<td>Deputy General Manager (S&amp;T)</td>
<td>1 - 1 - 1 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>03/21</td>
<td>Junior Manager (HR/Personnel)</td>
<td>1 - 2 - 2 - 3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>04/21</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Marketing)</td>
<td>1 - 1 - 1 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>05/21</td>
<td>Assistant (Marketing/Protocol/Welfare)</td>
<td>2 - 1 - 1 - 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following vacancies are on regular basis:

* 1 Post reserved for Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBD) on horizontal basis

Number of Vacancies may vary.

I. Minimum Educational Qualification and Experience criterion is as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VC No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Minimum Educational Qualification</th>
<th>Minimum Post-Qualification Experience</th>
<th>Age Limit*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24/20</td>
<td>Deputy General Manager (S&amp;T)</td>
<td>BE/B.Tech/B.Sc (Engineering) Degree in Electronics Engineering/Electrotechnical Engineering/Telecommunication Engineering/Electronics &amp; Communication Engineering/ Electronics &amp; Electrical Engineering/Computer Science/IT/Computer Engineering/Electronics &amp; Instrumentation Engineering</td>
<td>11 years/41 years</td>
<td>32 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/21</td>
<td>Junior Manager (HR/Personnel)</td>
<td>Graduate with atleast 2 years Post Graduate MBA/PG Diploma/Post Graduate program in Management with specialization in HR/Industrial Relation/Personnel Management or Marketing</td>
<td>3 years/40 years</td>
<td>32 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/21</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Marketing)</td>
<td>Graduate with atleast 2 years Post Graduate MBA/PG Diploma/Post Graduate program in Marketing</td>
<td>3 years/40 years</td>
<td>32 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/21</td>
<td>Assistant (Marketing/Protocol/Welfare)</td>
<td>Graduate in any discipline</td>
<td>3 years/40 years</td>
<td>32 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates belonging to General/EWS category (and candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/NCL/PH/W.D/IWD applying against unreserved positions) should have first class degree/minimum 60% marks in Minimum Qualification for consideration against unreserved positions. Reserved category candidates (SC/ST/OBC/NCL/PH/W.D/IWD) should have at least 50% marks in Minimum Qualification for consideration against reserved positions.

For VC No. 03/21, the criteria of minimum first class degree/60% marks for Unreserved positions (50% for OBC/W.D/IWD reserved positions) is applicable for Post Graduate Degree Qualification only.

Candidates with postgraduate diploma in Management are eligible for relaxation of 10 years in upper age limit.

The advertisement is available on https://www.imsc.res.in under the heading of RITES.

VI. How to Apply

Interested candidates fulfilling the above laid down eligibility criteria are required to apply online in the registration form available in the Career Section of RITES website, http://www.rites.com.

VII. Important Dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Particular</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Refer the advertisement on RITES website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Commencement of submission of online application and online payment of fees</td>
<td>21 March</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Last date of submission of online application and online payment of fees</td>
<td>21 March</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Last date of submission of documents on e-mail</td>
<td>21 March</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tentative date of selection process</td>
<td>To be notified later</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. Further details, candidates may see the detailed advertisement posted on RITES website www.rites.com under Career Section.

Sincerely,

Secretary

NBHM

Enacted as per the NBHM Act, 1986.

(Shri Abhijit)
Under Secretary

Phone: 033-25150199
Email: rites childish@gmail.com

Waterways Authority of India

Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways, Govt. of India

A-13, Sector-1, Noida - 201301 (U.P.)
Phone: 0120-2544038 & 2474060

Brief Employment Notice No. IAW-1701/32/2020 - Admin Recct dtd. 15/03/2021

Communication from Indian Nationals working in offices of Central/State Govt./Public Sector Undertakings (Central/State) is required to fill up any vacant post. Interested Officers/Officials working under Central Government or State Governments or UTs or Universities or Recognized Research Institutions or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-Government or Statutory or Autonomous Bodies for filling up any vacant post of Chief Accounts Officer/Accounts Officer on deputation basis, initially for a period of 03 years (not exceeding 5 years) for posting at IAW, Noida. The last date for receipt of application is 45 days from date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News, or by 29/04/2021 whichever is later. Applications in prescribed format through proper channel will be addressed to the Assistant Secretary (A & R), WAH, A-13, Sector-1, Noida - 201301 (U.P.), along with self-attested copies of certificates, 5 years' APARs, etc., through Registered Post or Speed Post only. For further details, visit www.iaw.nic.in.

Secretary

Mumbai - 400 001

External Relations (HR/Personnel)
Government of India  
Ministry of Defence  

**Name of Unit:** 59 INF DIV ORD UNIT  
**PIN:** 909059  
**C/O:** 99 APO  
**Recruitment Notice No.:** 59/605/GEN/CIV/ESTIA/SW  

1. Applications are invited from eligible Indian Citizens for the following post in Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC Rs. 16,000/- 56,500/- plus other allowances as admissible to Central Government. The Employment and physical test are qualifying in nature. Both Employment and physical test (whenever applicable) will be conducted prior to written test. The candidates who fail to qualify in the physical test and employment test (whenever applicable) shall not be permitted to undergo written test, skill test -  

2. The next post is subject to All India Service Liability including field service.  
3. Age limit and its relaxation.
NHPC Limited, a premier Schedule-A, `Miniratna’ Company of Government of India having 707.1 MW installed capacity with 24 operating Power Stations, is the biggest hydropower company in India and a leader in design, construction and operation of Hydropower Plants. NHPC, along with its subsidiaries and JVAs, is also aggressively expanding its renewable energy portfolio, including solar, wind and small hydro projects with 462 MW capacity in construction stage. 14 Projects with 632 MW capacity in operation stage and 82 Projects with 1076 MW capacity in Survey & Investigation stage. NHPC has been earning profit for the last many years, with Gross Turnover of Rs. 971.59 crore and Profit after Tax of Rs. 309.17 crore in the FY 2019-20.

1.0 Details of Posts:
The company fosters excellent working environment and has a well-crafted recruitment package. To support its high growth trajectory, NHPC is looking for promising and competent Company Secretary/Professionals with brilliant academic records, who are ready to take up the challenges along with us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Post / Grade / Pay Scale</th>
<th>Minimum Qualification</th>
<th>Maximum Age as on 01.02.2021</th>
<th>Vacancies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GM Company Secretary</td>
<td>Essential Qualification: Membership of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) Desirable: LLB/CIAACMA. Essential Work Experience as on 01.02.2021: Minimum 19 years post qualification experience in Company Secretarial functions, out of which at least 8 years should be with companies having equity listed in National Stock Exchange (NSE)/Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).</td>
<td>53 years/ 1 Post (Unreserved)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DGM Company Secretary</td>
<td>Essential Qualification: Membership of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI). Desirable: LLB/CIAACMA. Essential Work Experience as on 01.02.2021: Minimum 15 years post qualification experience in Company Secretarial functions, out of which at least 6 years experience should be with companies having equity listed in National Stock Exchange (NSE)/Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).</td>
<td>49 years/ 1 Post (Unreserved)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.0 Compensation Package:
Compensation in CTD terms is one of the best among the PSU. The company offers performance-linked leave, medical insurance, Provident Fund, Gratuity, Provident Fund, Gratuity, Work-Related Leave, and other statutory benefits including PF, Pension, Gratuity etc. as per company rules in force from time to time.

3.0 Experience Profile:
The candidate should have expertise knowledge of Company Law and various other legislations, guidelines provided by statutory bodies and corporate governance aspects. The incumbent is also expected to have in-depth knowledge and experience in handling functions related to Board Shareholder Meetings, Compliance relating to IBC/IPC matters, Compliance with company law and other statutory requirements, Compliance with SEBI guidelines & Stock Exchange, Compliance of Corporate Governance Code of BSE/SEBI in other regulatory bodies from time to time. Preparing Statutory Form/Returns to be filed with the Registrar of Companies, participating in the Board/Shareholders’ Meetings & Communication with the Shareholders etc.

5.0 Selection Procedure:
4.1 The selection process will consist of Review of Applications and Personal Interview of shortlisted candidates. Applications of candidates shall be scrutinised based on the Job Specification and the details of Experience in the relevant field. Educational Qualification, etc. to be given by candidates.

6.0 Important Dates:
3.1 Candidates belonging to General, EWS & OBC (NCL) Category are required to pay a non-refundable fee of Rs. 250/- (One Hundred Fifty only) as Processing Fee through online mode along with the Online Application form. The SC/ST/PH Candidate category candidates need not pay the Registration Fee.
3.2 State Bank of India has been authorized to collect the Registration Fee in a specially designated bank account No. 3171317993 at CAGC Branch, New Delhi on behalf of NHPC. The mode of payment is that the portal should only be used for depositing the fee for proper crediting of amount in the specified account. On receipt of the money, the Bank will issue a Unique Journal Number and a Branch Code of the Bank collecting the money. The Journal Number and the Branch code are to be filled up by the candidate during online registration. In case the candidate deposits the fee in a wrong account, NHPC will not be held responsible. There will be no refund of registration fee.

7.0 How to Apply:
7.1 Candidates are required to verify the eligibility and correctness of information on Application Form before paying the registration fee.
7.2 Read the instructions carefully and fill in the On-line Application form giving accurate information. After filling the application form, a unique Registration Number will be generated. The downloaded application form along with relevant and signed documents should be submitted at the time of the interview, if called for.
7.3 Scanned copy of certificate/birth certificate/graduate certificate should be read otherwise candidates may be treated as not valid.

8.0 Examination of the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI):
8.1 A minimum of 60% marks in the final examination (as per ICSI) and above 60% in the intermediate examination (as per ICSI) are required.
8.2 The relaxation in upper age limit is subject to the condition that the maximum age of the candidate shall not exceed 57 years.

9.0 Steps for Applying:
9.1 Log on to www.nrccavacancy.com and click on Career Section.
9.2 Read all instructions given on the web site carefully and fill up the Online Application form with relevant details and submit.
9.3 Scanned copies of following documents should be kept ready by the candidate applying online i.e.,
  (a) Matriculation/Secondary School Certificate as proof of date of birth.
  (b) Essential qualification certificate along with Mark List.
  (c) Examinations/Classificate proof of experience (e.g., paper work assignment, joining & separation order etc.)
  (d) Eligibility Certificate.
  (e) Certificate should be in form prescribed by the Government of India.
  (f) Disability certificate issued by Competent Authority (if applicable).
Declaration

1. I hereby certify that particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of any information being found false or incorrect at any stage or not satisfying the eligibility criteria according to the requirement of the advertisement, my candidature / appointment is liable to be cancelled / terminated. I am willing to attend anywhere. I agree that the department has the right to transfer me, anywhere in India.

Date: ____________________________

Place: ____________________________

(Signature of Candidate)

PART II

1. Application received: ____________________________
2. Application accepted / rejected: ____________________________
3. Reason for rejection: Underage / Overage / Document incomplete / photo / documents not attested / Any reasons to be specified: ____________________________
4. Index No: ____________________________ Date of test: ____________________________

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD / CALL LETTER

5. INF D/ DIV UNIT

To be filled by the candidate

POST APPLIED FOR: (GEN / SC / ST / OBC)

1. Name: ____________________________
2. Father’s Name: ____________________________
3. Corresponding Address: ____________________________
4. House No / Street / Village / Town: ____________________________
5. Post Office: ____________________________
7. Phone / Mobile: ____________

To be filled by the Office

1. Application accepted / rejected and date of test if accepted: ____________________________
2. Reason for rejection: ____________________________
3. Time of reporting for test: ____________________________
4. Venue of test: 59 INF D DIV UNIT, PANAGARH, WEST BENGAL.

Note-1: The candidate should bring the following on the date of test:
(a) Acknowledgement Card / Call Letter in original for admission to appear for written test.
(b) All Documents / Certificate in original.
(c) Proof of Identity ( Voter ID Card / Aadhar Card / PAN Card / Driving License / passport).
(d) Pen, Pencil, Eraser & Clip Board (Writing materials) for Written Exam.

Note-2: Physical Test will be carried out.

INDEX NO: ____________________________

Name & Address of the Institute / Hospital

Certificate No: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

1. This is certified that Sri / Smt / Kumari ____________________________ son / daughter of ____________________________ (father / mother) is not suffering from any permanent disability of any category.

Hearing Impairment

(i) Deaf- ____________________________
(ii) Partially Deaf- ____________________________

2. This condition is progressive / non progressive / likely to improve / not likely to improve. Re-assessment of this case is not recommended after a period of ____________ yrs.

3. Percentage of disability in his / her case is ____________________________ percent.

4. Sri / Smt / Kumari ____________________________ meets the following physical requirement for discharge of his / her duties:

(a) F - can perform work by manipulating his / her fingers

Yes / No

(b) P - can perform work by pulling and pushing

Yes / No

(c) L - can perform work by lifting

Yes / No

(d) KC - can perform work by kneeling and crouching

Yes / No

(e) C - can perform work by bending

Yes / No

(f) S - can perform work by sitting

Yes / No

(g) ST - can perform work by standing

Yes / No

(h) W - can perform work by walking

Yes / No

(i) SE - can perform work by seeing

Yes / No

(j) H - can perform work by hearing / speaking

Yes / No

(k) RW - can perform work by reading and writing

Yes / No

5. Member Medical Board ____________________________ (Dr - Dr - Dr)

Member Medical Board

Head of Hospital (with Seal)

dated 1020/21/11/05/2021

EN 46/62

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India

(A Statutory Body of Government of India)

Notice

Applications are invited for filling up 02 (two) posts of Executive Director, 01 (one) post of Chief General Manager (CGM) and 08 (eight) posts of General Manager (GM) on deputation basis. The detailed vacancy may be seen at www.ibbi.gov.in. The last date of submission of application through proper channel is 9th April, 2021.

dated 07/12/11/0011/2021

EN 46/69

Ministry of Mines

Filling up the post of Additional Director General (Finance) in Central Head quarters, Geological Survey of India, (GSI), Kolkata in the HAG Rs. 67000-79900.

Mode of Recruitment - Deputation

Please visit our website www.mines.nic.in 'Tenders or Advertisements' for details. The application through proper channel should reach at the following address within 60 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News.

SHRI VISHWANATH SARAN

DIRECTOR

ROOM NO. 3100

MINISTRY OF MINES, SHA stri BHAWAN

NEW DELHI -110091

EMAIL ID: mines@nic.in

TELE FAX: 011-23381136

dated 28/04/11/0003/2021

EN 46/48

Engineering Department

Chandigarh Administration, Chandigarh

Corrigendum to Recruitment Notice

Filling up 42 posts of Junior Engineer (Civil) in the B & R Wing of the Engineering Department, Union Territory, Chandigarh.

The Para (ii) provided under Essential qualifying in the Recruitment Notice published in Employment News on dated 22-02-2021 as well as in the website of the Chandigarh Administration i.e. Chandigarh.gov.in/info_notice.htm on 08.03.2021 for filling up 42 posts of Junior Engineer (Civil) is amended to the following extent:

Clause provided under para (B) of the Essential qualification

(i) that candidates selected for the post of Junior Engineer (Civil) shall have to pass the mandatorily ICT Skill Course i.e. Course on Computer Concepts (CCC) - 50 hours from a Government recognized Institution OR a reputed Institution which is an ISO 9001 certified OR Department of Electronics Accreditation of Computer Course (DOEACC) of Government of India OR from NIELIT and its authorized Institution at the time of appointment.

Amended clause under para (B) of the Essential qualification

(i) that candidates selected for the post of Junior Engineer (Civil) shall have to pass the mandatory ICT Skill Course i.e. Course on Computer Concepts (CCC) - 60 hours as prescribed in the instructions dated 25.11.2019 issued by the Chandigarh Administration within one year of their appointment failing which their probation shall not be cleaned.
National Rainfed Area Authority

A Block, 2nd Floor
NASCOM Complex
Dev Prakash Shastri Marg
Pusa, New Delhi-110012
Dated: 24th February, 2021

Filling up three posts of Senior Technical Assistant in the Pay Matrix Level 6, on deputation (including short term contract) basis in National Rainfed Area Authority.

Reference is invited to National Rainfed Area Authority's vacancy circular of number published in the Employment News issue of 24-31st September, 2020 and 9-15 January, 2021, seeking applications from willing and eligible officers working under Central Government or State Government or Universities or Recognized Research Institution or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organizations, for filling up three posts of Senior Technical Assistant one each (i) Water Management (ii) Forestry and (iii) Watershed Development of Social Science or Economics, in the Pay Matrix of Level 6, Rs. 35,400-40,040 on deputation (including short-term contract) basis. The last date for receipt of applications is extended up to 15th April, 2021.

2. Other contents of the earlier advertisement shall remain same. (Website www.nraa.gov.in)

Bharati Agha Under Secretary
Ph: 011-25842838
E-mail: nraap2007@gmail.com
darap11451190152021
EN 46/3

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperatives & Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, Government of India or the organizations they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organization or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the content of these advertisements.

Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise)
CIN: U40104MH1987GOI14548S
Advt. No.: NPCL/HRM/2021/02

Recruitment of Technical Officers, Medical Officers, Dy. Chief Fire Officer/A & Station Officer/A
NPCL, a premier Public Sector Undertaking under the Administrative Control of the Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India is engaged in Operation of Nuclear Power Plants in the Country. NPCL invites online applications from the eligible citizens for the posts of Technical Officer/D, Medical Officer/C (Specialist), Medical Officer/C (General Duty Medical Officer (GDMO)), Dy. Chief Fire Officer/A & Station Officer/A as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pay &amp; pay level in the Pay Matrix</th>
<th>Maximum age as on 20.04.2021</th>
<th>Number of Vacancies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Technical Officer/D-Mechanical</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-11)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>UR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Technical Officer/D-Electrical</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-11)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Technical Officer/D-Civil</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-11)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Medical Officer/D (Specialists)</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-10)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Medical Officer/C (GDMO)</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-10)</td>
<td>35 Years</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Dy. Chief Fire Officer/A</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-10)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Station Officer/A</td>
<td>16,700/- (Pay Level-9)</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Above vacancies are inclusive of backlog vacancies.

The 32 vacancies for MO (Specialists) include vacancies for the post of Dental Surgeon and Ophthalmologist.

For all other details such as eligibility criteria, reservation of vacancies, selection process etc., please refer to the detailed advertisement on www.npclin.in & www.npccareers.co.in. Any further information/corrigendum/addendum would be uploaded only on NPCL’s website mentioned above.

NPCL strives to have a workforce, which reflects gender balance and women candidates are encouraged to apply.

Nuclear Power – A step towards development.

SAINIK SCHOOL TILAYA
(A fully residential school functioning under the aegis of Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence)
PO: TILAYA DAV, DIST: KODERMA
JHARKHAND: 825413

1. Applications are invited for the following posts on regular basis -
   (i) PGT (Physics) - 01 Post
2. Qualification -
   (i) Two year Integrated Post Graduate M Sc (M Sc Ed) Course of Regional College of Education of NCERT in the subject concerned or Master's Degree from a recognized university with at least 50% marks in aggregate in the following subject:
   (ii) PGT (Physics) or Applied Physics
3. Age - (i) PGT should not be below 21 years and above 40 yrs as on 01 Apr 2021
4. Pay - (i) PGT Rs.47500/- as per VII CPC along with other admissible allowances
5. Allowances and Perquisites - In addition to DA as sanctioned by Sainik Schools Society, amounts are entitled to rent free accommodation, if available / HRA, LTC, Contributory Pension as per New Pension Scheme, gratuity, subsidised education for two children, free messing for self alongside boards except during vacation, Sainik Schools Society Rules and Regulations in vogue and as amended from time to time will be applicable. All India Transmissibility Clause is applicable to all posts.
6. The application format can be downloaded from www.sainiskooltilaya.org. The post for which applied should be super-scribed on envelope. Application must be forwarded along with an A/C payee DD of Rs. 400/- (for Gen) & Rs. 250/- (for SC/ST/Non-refundable) drawn in favour of Principal, Sainik School Tilaya payable at State Bank of India, Sainik School Tilaya Branch (Code 5502).
7. Application with self addressed envelop of size 9” x 4” affixed with Rs. 25/- stamp must reach The Principal, Sainik School Tilaya within 21 days of publication of the advertisement. School will not be responsible for any postal delay. No TADA will be paid to shortlisted candidates.
8. The school administration reserves the right to cancel any vacancy due to non-availability of suitable candidates or administrative reasons.

File No. SSTS/TEST/T/11/2021

Principal
SAINIK SCHOOL TILAYA
PO: TILAYA DAV, DIST: KODERMA
JHARKHAND: 825413

DELI TRANSPORT CORPORATION
(GOVt. OF N.C.T. OF DELHI)
I.P. ESTATE, NEW DELHI

Vacancy Notice for Sr. Medical Officer & Medical Officer (Allot Hospitaal) on contract basis

Delhi Transport Corporation invites applications for filling up 02 vacant posts of Sr. Medical Officer & 03 Medical Officer on contract basis initially for a period of 01 year and further extendable based on the performance of the Contractual Medical Officers and requirement of DTC.

Educational Qualification:
1. Sr. Medical Officer (2 Posts)
   Essential:
   (i) MBBS or equivalent degree of a recognized Indian University or equivalent foreign qualifications.
   (ii) 10 years working experience.
   Desirable:
   (iii) Post Graduate degree or Diploma in Medicine or Surgery.
   (iv) Working experience of a recognized Government Hospital.
   Maximum age limit: 45 years (Age relaxation in case of SC/ST/OBC candidate as per DPT’s Guidelines)
   Consolidated monthly remuneration Rs. 79,200/- + 12% PF i.e. 9050/- to be remunerated by DTC as employer.

2. Medical Officer (3 Posts)
   Essential:
   (i) MBBS or equivalent degree of a recognized Indian University or equivalent foreign qualifications.
   (ii) 5 years working experience including experience of hospital.
   Desirable:
   (iii) Post Graduate degree or Diploma in Medicine or Surgery.
   (iv) Working experience of a recognized Government Hospital.
   Maximum age limit: 35 years (Age relaxation in case of SC/ST/OBC candidate as per DPT’s Guidelines)
   Consolidated monthly remuneration Rs. 65,637/- + 12% PF i.e. 7876/- to be remunerated by DTC as employer.

Duty Time: Eight and half hours daily except Sunday and holiday. The application along with all documents to be submitted to Manager (Personnel), Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) Headquarter (I.P. Estate, New Delhi-110002). Last date for receipt of application: 03.04.2021. The application format along with other details are available on DTC website (www.dtcnic.in)

Dy. COM (Personnel)
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism
(An Autonomous Scientific Research Organization under the Department of Science and Technology, Govt of India)
Plot No. 5, Sector 18, Kalamboi Highway
New Dar-es-Salaam, Kavi Nambi 410 218

Adv No. I/O/HO/02/2021

Call for applications/nominations for appointment to the post of Director, IIG, Mumbai

The Institute of Geomagnetism is a premier research institute in the country involved in the study of all aspects of Geomagnetism. It has strong research programmes in the following areas:
1. Solid Earth Geophysics
2. Upper Atmospheric Sciences
3. Solid Earth Geophysics

The Institute is looking for a distinguished Scientist (Citizen of India) with ability and experience to carry out the objectives of the Institute for appointment as DIRECTOR. This is a top R&D management position and the Director will be the overall administrative control of the Institute and will provide high level leadership to the Institute in identification of research programmes and projects of national and international relevance in various specialized fields of research undertaken by the Institute. The Director will work closely with various academic, technical, and support staff of the Institute to ensure the successful achievement of the objectives of the Institute.

Applications are invited from salaried, sponsored, and non-sponsored scientists, who meet the eligibility criteria as mentioned in the advertisement.

A. Name of the post: Director
B. Scale of Pay: Pay Matrix Level 15 (Rs. 67,000/- annual increment @30/-) Rs. 79,000/- plus allowances as per 7th CPC
C. Mode of Recruitment:
(a) Direct Recruitment
(b) By Deputation, including short term contract
(c) By Recruitment
D. Tenure: 3 to 5 years or on attaining the age of superannuation as per extant Government instructions (60 years at present), whichever is earlier.
E. Age limit: Not exceeding 65 years as on 01st January 2021
F. Educational and other qualifications:
Essential:
(a) A Ph.D. degree in Solid Earth Geophysics/Geomagnetism/Upper Atmospheric Physics/Planetary Sciences
(b) 10 years of research experience in a recognized National/International laboratory
(c) Demonstrated administrative and leadership qualities
Desirable:
- Scientific and Administrative experience in IITs, IISc, CSIR/DRDO/DAE/GE that are well established in their respective fields

H. Experience for Direct Recruitment
Essential:
- A minimum of 15 years of experience in R&D in academic and research institutions of international repute
- Proven track record of research and administration
- Proven ability to lead and manage research programmes
- Proven ability to establish and maintain effective working relations with Government agencies, universities, and industry

(b) R&D experience in Solid Earth Geophysics/Glowistics/Upper Atmospheric Physics/Planetary Sciences

I. Eligibility criteria for Recruitment on Deputation/contract:
Scientists or Technologists working in Central/State Governments/Universities/Research Recognized Research Institutions, Statutory or Autonomous Organizations in India.
- At least 3 years of regular service in the post carrying pay in the level of 10 of 7th CPC (in the pay band of Rs. 37,400-67,000 + Grade Pay of Rs. 9000/- or equivalent)

J. Application/Nomination Process:
The application or nomination may be sent on the prescribed application form available on the website of the Institute, www.igem.res.in, to the Administrative Director, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, at the above address, so as to reach him within 40 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

Additional information can be obtained from www.igem.res.in or by contacting the Administrative Director, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, on e-mail: admin@iig.res.in

For more details, visit the website at www.igem.res.in
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (An Autonomous Scientific Research Organisation under the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India)

Pilot No.5, Sector-18, Kalamboli Highway
New Panvel, Navi Mumbai - 410 218, Tel. 022 27484104

ADVTE. No. CG/DS/HRD/2021/Research Scholar

Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG) offers Doctoral Programme in Geomagnetism and Allied Fields pertinent to studies of Solid Earth, Upper Atmosphere and Observational Data Analysis. Indian Institute of Geomagnetism is a recognised center for conducting research leading to Ph.D. degree awarded by universities in the subjects specified:

1. University of Mumbai (Physics)
2. Shivaji University, Kolhapur (Physics)
3. Visvesvaraya Technological University, Jyotiba (Physics, Applied Geology)
4. SRM University, Nanded (Geophysics)
5. Andhra University, Visakhapatnam (Physics & Geophysics)
6. Mangalorean University, Surathkal University, Trivandrum (Physics & Geophysics)
7. NIT Warangal (Mathematics)

Scholarship & Tenure: Tenure and fellow-ship tenure depend on prevailing CSIR/UGC guidelines.

Eligibility: M.Sc./M.Sc. (Tech.) in disciplines like Physics/Geophysics/Space Physics/Applied Geology & Applied Mathematics with a minimum of 60% marks throughout and Physics or Mathematics as a subject in B.Sc.

INSPIRE candidates having qualified PET or equivalent examination from the above mentioned Universities (+7 in respective subjects) can also apply. Those appearing for Master's degree final year examination in the year 2021 may also apply.

Maximum Age: 35 years as on 1st July 2021

No. of Vacancies: 14

Selection Criteria: Candidates who are in possession of the GATE/NET/INSPIRE certificate valid up to January 2022 in above mentioned subjects or PET (from universities mentioned above in Eligibility) may be called for the interview directly.

Candidates who have not qualified any of the above tests will have to appear for a written test followed by a personal interview at IIG, Navi Mumbai. However, for selected, they will have to qualify any of the tests as mentioned in the preambule, within one year.

Place of Research Work: The selected candidate will have to carry out research work either at IIG Headquarter, New Mumbai or any one of the regional centres (EGNL-Tirunelveli/CGKAR-Allahabad/CGRC-Shillong) of IIG.

Application Procedure: Kindly submit your application to iig-chairman.apo@igm.res.in in a single pdf containing application form, self-attested copies of academic B.Sc/ M.Sc/ M.Phil certificates and other certificates. The soft copy of application form is available on http://www.igm.res.in/careers/research-scholars. The last date of submission of application form shall be April 15, 2021.

Department of Science & Technology: Second class second class fare by the shortest route shall be paid to the outstation candidates, subject to the submission of photocopy of the valid travel ticket.

EN 46/36 Administration Coordinator
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

Manghan Doorsanchar Bhawan, J.L. Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road) Next to Zakir Hussain College
New Delhi-110002

Sub: Filling up of the post of Principal Advisor (Financial & Economic Analysis) in TRAI [HQ], New Delhi on deputation on foreign service terms - Extension of date for submission of application. Reference is invited to TRAI, New Delhi vacancy circular of even No. dated 01.02.2021 for filling up the following post in TRAI HQ, New Delhi, on deputation on foreign service terms.

Name of post
Principal Advisor (Financial & Economic Analysis)

Pay Band & Grade Pay
Pay Level-15 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC

2. The last date for receipt of applications has been extended up to 30th March, 2021.
3. Further details and application form can be obtained from the TRAI website www.trai.gov.in.
NMDC Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise)

"Keshri Bhanwari", 15-331/1, Masab Tank, Hyderabad-500026 CIN L10120TG1986GO000147

Employment Notification No.03/2021

NMDC Limited is a Navaratna Public Sector Enterprise under the Ministry of Steel, Government of India and a multi-locational, multi-product and consistently profit making Mining & Mineral Exploration Organization with large turnover. NMDC Ltd is in the process of massive expansion and diversification both in India and abroad. NMDC Ltd is setting up a 3.0 TMTA Integrated Steel Plant at Jagdarpur, Jharkhand State. NMDC Ltd is now inviting online applications from eligible & willing candidates for the following posts to be deployed in its various Projects/Units/Offices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Post/Discipline</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Finance)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Civil)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Environment)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Rafisha)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Junior Manager (Law)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.0 Required Qualifications and Experience:

a. Finance Discipline:
   (i) Graduation (ii) CA/CWA or Engineering Graduate with MBA (Fin.) from a recognized University/Institute.
   Experience: Minimum two (02) years post qualification relevant experience in the area of Finance & Accounting, in preparation and finalization of Accounts, Budgeting & Costing, Accounting & Audit, Inventory Management, Working Capital Management, etc. in a Mining/Manufacturing industry preferably operating under SAP environment. Candidates should have experience of Custom Regulations and Tax Laws.

b. Civil Discipline:

   Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized University/Institute.
   Experience: Minimum Two (02) years relevant post qualification experience in designing and construction of industrial works/structures like Ore Processing Plants, Heavy Machine Foundations, Conveyors, Structures, Foundation for Mobile Equipment, Industrial developments including Public Utility Services such as water supply, roads, etc. Knowledge of CPM and PERT techniques would be an added advantage.

c. Environment Discipline:

   Degree in Civil/Chemical/Mining/Environmental Engineering OR PG Degree in Environmental Management/Engineering/Environmental Science/Geology/Chemistry/Botany OR PG Degree in Environment Management (2 years duration) OR Doctorate in Environment Studies/Impact Assessment from a recognized University/Institute.
   Experience: Minimum two (02) years relevant post qualification experience in the Environment field for Mining Industry preferably in open cast mine site in implementation of various Environmental Management Plan works, obtaining consent to operate, authorization under Hazardous Waste (Management & Handling) Rules, Bio-medical waste management Rules, etc. and filing up of statutory returns under Air & Water Acts, Environmental Protection Act, 1986, EIA Notification 2006, etc. and experience in the process of obtaining forest clearance and liaison work with statutory authorities.

d. Industrial Engineering Discipline:

   Degree in Industrial Engineering OR Degree in Mining/Mechanical/Production Engineering (PG) Degree/Diploma in Industrial Engineering from a recognized University/Institute.
   Experience: Minimum Two (02) years relevant post qualification experience in the field of Industrial Engineering covering manpower planning, productivity based incentive schemes, productivity improvement techniques & production monitoring, norm and standard development, industry, operations research tools, resource/performance analysis, MIS etc. with good knowledge of computers.

e. Rafisha Discipline:

   M.A. (Hindi) (preferably 1st Division) with English as one of the subjects at Degree level from a recognized University/Institute and (ii) Successful completion of translation course conducted by Central Translation Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs.
   Experience: Minimum two (02) years relevant post qualification experience in translation of technical and/or non-technical documents from English to Hindi and vice versa in Newspapers and Public Relations Department of any State/Central Government or Public Sector Undertaking. Preference will be given to candidates who have working experience in Department of Official Language (Rajbhasha).

f. Law Discipline:

   (i) Graduation (ii) Degree in Law (3 years duration) or its equivalent.
   Experience: Minimum Two (02) years relevant post qualification experience in dealing Contract Management in legal department of Govt./PSUs/Industrial Organisation/Law Firm. Preference will be given to those candidates who have experience in dealing with issues relating to Arbitration or Mines and Minerals and/or have Degree/Diploma in Contract Management, Arbitration or Environment laws.

3.0 Candidates should also have the following experience:

(i) Candidates working in Govt./PSUs applying for above posts should have worked in the pay scales or equivalent grade for a minimum period of two years:

Post/Grade applied for: Minimum service period of 2 years in scale of pay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jr. Manager</th>
<th>Minimum service period of 2 years in scale of pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(M-2)</td>
<td>Rs. 37,000-1,30,000/- (ID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 9,300-34,800/- (PB-2) (GP-4,200) (CDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revised Scale Rs. 35,400-1,12,400/- (Level 6) (CDA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates must attach proof of their pay scale for last two years along with their application.

(ii) Candidates from Private Sector applying for the above posts should be drawn following minimum CTC as mentioned below for the last two years.

Post/Grade applied for: Minimum CTC for last two years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jr. Manager</th>
<th>Minimum CTC for last two years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(M-2)</td>
<td>Rs. 9.27 Lakhs or above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates must attach proof of their Average annual CTC for last two years along with their applications.

4.0 Scale of Pay, CTC & Maximum Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Posts &amp; Grade</th>
<th>Scale of Pay (Rs.)</th>
<th>Approx. CTC (p.a.) (i) in NMDC (Rs.)</th>
<th>Max. Age (Yrs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jr. Manager</td>
<td>50000/-3% -100000/-</td>
<td>12,53 Lakhs</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upper age limit is relaxable up to 5 years for 50% and 7 years for 75% OBCs (Non-Creamy Layer) and as per Govt. of India Guidelines for PWD/Ex-Servicemen. For Departmental candidates (NMDC) age relaxation will be given up to 15 years.

5.0 Number of Posts and Reservation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Total No. of posts</th>
<th>Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SC 1, ST 1, OBC (NCL) 1, EWS 1, UR 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SC 1, ST 1, UR 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SC 1, ST 1, UR 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rafisha</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SC 1, ST 1, UR 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SC 1, ST 1, UR 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 14 3 1 1 1 1

* OA, One-Arm, OL, One Leg, OAL, One Arm & One Leg, B-Blind, LV-Low Vision

One post is reserved for Persons with Benchmark Disability (PWD) in Finance discipline only.

6.0 HOW TO APPLY

Applications will be considered only in online mode. The candidate has to apply online.

Eligible candidates would be required to apply online through NMDC website www.nmdc.co.in (link available on the Careers page of the website).

The site will be available/activated from 10:00 AM on 22.02.2021 to 11:59 PM on 12.04.2021

Eligible candidates can apply online on or before 12.04.2021. The application portal for the above posts will close at 11:59 PM on 12.04.2021.

Candidates are required to fill all the details on-line and upload all the relevant documents/certificates as per the requirements of notification.

For detailed notification along with its Annexures for the above posts the candidates are advised to visit careers page of NMDC website i.e. www.nmdc.co.in.

In case of any clarifications, typographical errors or omissions, Corrigendum etc. to the notification shall be issued in the above NMDC Website only.

Before applying online, candidates are advised to read the instructions of notification carefully which will be available at NMDC web-site as mentioned at 9.00 above.

An amount of Rs. 50/- (Rupees Fifty only) is to be paid by all the candidates as application fee which is non-refundable.

Candidates belonging to SC/ST/PwD/Exservicemen categories and Departmental Candidates of NMDC Ltd. applying for the post will be exempted from paying Application Fee. Proof for fee exemption is to be enclosed as stated at point no. 9.12 (A), in the absence of above, certificate or fee payment details his/her application will be rejected.

The payment can be made by using UP/UT online Card on-net banking through SBI Collect using Internet Banking integrated with on-line application. Transaction charges if any will be borne by the candidate. On successful completion of transaction, application form with Unique Transaction number and application number will be generated which is to be printed for record. If the candidate does not receive the application form with Unique Transaction number his/her on-line application will not be considered complete and he/she will have to make payment again. Failed transaction will be automatically refunded to the same account from which payment was originally made, within 10 working days.

Application fee once paid will not be refunded or adjusted against any further notifications, even in case of cancellation of the notification for which application fee is paid.

Candidates are advised to keep the soft copy of the documents i.e. (i) recent passport size photograph (ii) Matriculation/10th certificate (iii) Certificate in support of disability.
of Qualification & Experience (iv) Caste/Category Certificate, SC/ST/OBC/NCL/EWS/Disability Certificate etc as applicable (v) Scanned signature etc.

k) After applying online, the candidate is required to download the hard copy of filled application form along with the same by means of the Registration Number appearing on the online application, Employment Notification No., Name of the post & discipline on top of the envelope, affixing recent passport size photograph along with copies of all the Certificates and Testimonials (self attested) in support of higher application, by Post to "Post Box No.1963, Post Office, Humayun Nagar, Hyderabad, Telangana State, Pin- 500028" so as to reach on or before 27.04.2021. Downloaded applications received after the last date of receipt of application or received without supporting documents shall be summarily rejected.

m) Call letters/admit cards will be sent through post. Cell letters/admit Cards can also be downloaded from Careers page on NMDC Website. NMDC will not be responsible for any loss of email sent to invalid/invalid Email ID provided by the candidate or postal delay/in receipt of information by post. Only those candidates will be allowed to appear for online test (Computer Based Test)/Interview who will produce valid call letter/admit card.

n) Candidates are required to mention their date of birth and name as per Matriculation/10th class certificate issued by the recognized Board.

n) Candidates are required to keep the printout of the Registration form which will be generated by the system after successful registration.

7.0 Mode of Selection:

7.1 The mode of selection for eligible applicants will be through an interview. However, in case for any position where the ratio of eligible applicants for the post is more than 1:5, Online Test (CBT) may be one of the segments of selection. Online Test (CBT) will be followed by an interview of qualifying candidates called in the ratio of 1:3 discipline wise, based on merit in the Online Test (CBT). In such cases, for final selection, merit will be determined on the basis of the scores in Online Test (CBT) and Interview with the weightage of 85:15 in that order discipline wise/Category wise.

In case, two or more candidates in the same discipline have secured equal marks in the Online Test (CBT) and the ratio of 1:3 is increasing, in such case all the candidates secured equal marks in that discipline will be called for interview proportionate to the above ratio.

7.2 Languages for Online Test (CBT), if conducted, will be in Hindi & English which will consist of objective type multiple questions. NMDC reserves the right to cancel/withdraw any question/ questions from the Online Test (CBT) if required, under any circumstances.

8.0 Verification of Documents with originals:

The candidates who will be called for interviews are required to produce original documents/instrument along with self-attested photo copies, in support of Age, Qualification, Experience, Category, etc. for verification of their eligibility as per notification at the time of Interview. In case the candidate(s) do not produce the required documents, they will be not allowed to be interviewed. The decision of NMDC Management is final in this regard.

9.0 General Conditions:

9.1 The date of birth as well as the name of the applicant will be invariably taken from Matriculation/10th class certificate issued by the recognized Board and no other document of age/identity shall be accepted.

9.2 The cut-off date for reckoning eligibility for educational qualification, age and experience etc shall be the last date for submitting on-line applications as mentioned at point no. 6(a) of this notification. In case the last date of submitting of application is extended, the original cut-off date for reckoning eligibility will remain unchanged.

9.3 The prescribed minimum educational qualifications are mandatory and in absence of the same or in case of lesser qualification even though the candidate does not make any candidate eligible to be called for Interview/Online Test (CBT).

9.4 NMDC Management reserves the right to announce the criteria for calling the candidates for Interview/Online Test (CBT) on the basis of qualification, experience, etc., if necessary.

9.5 During recruitment process, if any information provided by the candidate is found incorrect/incomplete, or it is not in conformity with eligibility criteria as specified in the notification for the post of officer or if it is found that candidate has concealed/disguised any material information, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage during the recruitment process.

9.6 Mere fulfillment of the minimum criteria will not vest any right in candidates for being called for different stages of recruitment process. Depending upon response and requirement, the management reserves the right to relax/relax/cancel/modify/alter or stop the recruitment/selection process, if so desired, without giving any further notice or assigning any reason whatsoever. Decision of management to call the candidates for selection will be final. No correspondence will be entertained.

9.7 In case of any typographical errors or omissions, clarification, corrigenda to the notification shall be issued by NMDC website only. In such cases, the last date of receipt of applications will also be extended. In general, no modification in number of vacancies, notified qualifications/criteria will be made after issue of employment notification.

9.8 The selected candidates will be posted in any of the Mines/Units/offices of NMDC Ltd. as per requirement at any stage during service of the candidate in NMDC Ltd. and they may be assigned job / functions / assignments as per the business requirement at the discretion of management.

9.9 While applying for above post, the applicant should ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility and other criteria mentioned above on the cut-off date and that the particulars furnished are correct in all respects.

9.10 Outstation SC/ST/PWD/Ex-servicemen candidates called and attended for Online Test (CBT), if required, and all the Outstation candidates called and attended for Interview will be reimbursed Travelling Allowance of second A/C Ticket.

Bus fare on production of Railway/Bus tickets by shortest route as per rates. Proforma of Travelling Allowance is available as Annexure-I in the notification of NMDC website.

9.11 At the time of attending before Online Test (CBT) Interview candidates are required to be duly filled in Traveling Allowance form along with its required travelling tickets in original for its reimbursement to the candidates as per eligibility. However, the said Travelling Allowance will be paid through e-payment in NMDC’s bank account.

9.12 (A) Candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC (Non Creamy Layer)/EWS/PWD.

Ex-servicemen category should enclose a copy of caste/permanent Certificate as applicable in the prescribed proforma specified by Govt. of India. The OBC certificate submitted by the candidate should be issued within 06 months from the date of interview and as per guidelines contained in Government of India/Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, New Delhi, Office Memorandum No.360/2/2020-Estt (SC) dated 08.03.93 and should clearly indicate that the candidate does not belong to the person's category in column-3 of the Schedule of the above referred Office Memorandum dated 8.9.93 and also belong to the community listed as OBC by Government of India/Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, New Delhi, Office Memorandum No.360/2/2020-Estt (SC) dated 08.03.2019 in column-3 of the Schedule of the above referred Office Memorandum dated 8.9.93 and also belong to the community listed as OBC by Government of India.

9.12 (B) Candidates seeking reservation under EWS will have to submit an Income and Asset certificate issued by the Competent Authority. The prescribed format and the Competent Authority for the said certificate have been mentioned in DOPIT Office Memorandum No. 360/2/2019 dated 31.11.2018 (EWS Certificate Format as Annexure IV).

9.13 Category (SC/ST/OBC/NCL/EWS/PwD) once filled in the online application form will not be changed and no benefit of other category will be admissible later on.

9.14 If the SC/ST/OBC/NCL/EWS/PwD certificate has been issued in a language other than English/Hindi, the candidates will be required to submit a self-certified translation copy of the same in English/Hindi.

9.15 Ex-servicemen are required to produce equivalence certificate of his/her qualification acquired by them issued by the Competent Authority at the time of interview. In absence of the above, candidates shall not be allowed to appear in the interview.

9.16 The prescribed Travelling Allowance claim form (Annexure-I), caste certificates for SC/ST (Annexure-II), OBC (Annexure-III), EWS certificate (Annexure-IV) are available in the notification on the Careers page of NMDC website at www.nmdc.co.in only.

9.17 The term ‘Departmental Candidates’ means only those candidates who are currently working with NMDC as permanent employees.

9.18 Information regarding interview/online test (CBT), if required, will be provided in the Admit Card/Call Letter which can be obtained at Careers page of NMDC website and candidates will be intimated for the same through their email id. No other correspondence will be sent to the candidates for Online Test (CBT)/Interview.

9.19 Merely applying through online mode will not entitle a candidate to have claim with regard to/their application. They must submit the hard copy of the downloaded filled in application form along with required documents for age qualification, experience etc., (self attested) as claimed by them in their application, failing which their candidature will be summarily rejected.

9.20 Depending upon the suitability of the candidates the selected candidates will be offered to the post of Junior Manager and they will be paid emoluments as mentioned in the notification.

9.21 Apart from Pay and Allowances, other benefits viz. PRP, HRA, CCF, Gratuity, Medical facilities, Group Insurance etc., as per rules will also be admissible.

9.22 No interim correspondence will be entertained on any account during recruitment process. Canvassing in any form will be treated as disqualification.

9.23 Only such PwD candidates will be eligible to get the applicable benefit of reservation / concessions whose relevant disability percentage is 40% and above.

9.24 Candidates should retain printed copy of their application form as they can be asked to produce it for future reference.

9.25 In case of disparity in English & Hindi version of advertisement, English version will prevail.

9.26 Wherever CGPA/Better grade in a degree in awarded: equivalent percentage of marks should be indicated in the online application form as per the norms adopted by the University/Institute. The candidate will have to produce a copy of these norms with respect to his/her University/Institute at the time of Interview. Where no norms have been specified, the CGPA/Grade will be presumed to have been provided on a 10 point scale.

9.27 No request for change of examination center, in case Online Test (CBT), will be entertained.

9.28 Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply.

9.29 Court of Jurisdiction for any dispute will be at Hyderabad.

9.30 The following activities will be displayed in NMDC website from time to time:

(a) List of eligible candidates for Online Test (CBT) (if conducted) will be displayed at least 21 days prior to Online Test (CBT).

(b) List of candidates along with Online Test (CBT) marks.

(c) List of candidates eligible for Interview.

(d) List of provisionally selected candidates.

9.31 Candidates are also required to super scribe the Employment Notification No. at the name of the post, discipline, location, Register No. and date of birth while applying Online to the envelopes before sending the hard copies of the application along with copies of all the Certificates and Testimonials (self attested) in support of higher application etc. to "Post Box No.1963, Post Office, Humayun Nagar, Hyderabad, Telangana State, Pin- 500028" so as to reach on or before 27.04.2021.
**POWERGRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED**

(A Government of India Enterprise)

**Corporation Office:** "Sudarshan", Plot No. 2, Sector-39, Gurugram-122001, (Haryana) | Tel: 0124-2571700-719


**A Maharashtra PSU**

---

**Executive Trainee (Law)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Post</th>
<th>Unreserved</th>
<th>OBC (NCL)</th>
<th>PwD**</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWERGRID</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01-Inter-changeable*</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTUIL</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01-VI</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Horizontal reservation for PwD

**Upper Age Limit:**

28 years as on 31.05.2021

**Essential Qualification:**

Full time three years LLB or five years Integrated Law/LLB course with not less than 60% marks or equivalent CGPA, as per the formula provided by the institute/university.

Final Year/Semester students of academic session 2020-21, who expect their results by 31.08.2021, may also be considered eligible, provided they obtain minimum 60% marks or equivalent CGPA in aggregate of all semesters up to pre-final examination while applying.

*Please see our detailed advertisement on our website for other eligibility conditions.

**Relaxations and Concessions:**

Relaxation/Concession to candidates belonging to OBC (NCL)/EWS/SC/ST/PwD/Ex-SM/J&K/Domicile/Minority/SC/ST of Riots category shall be as per Reservation and Government of India directives.

For details, please refer to our detailed advertisement published under the Career section of our website www.powergridindia.com

**Selection Process:**

Interested & eligible candidates will have to appear for CLAT 2021 (for admission in LLM/PG Courses). The selection process consists of CLAT 2021, Group Discussion, Behavioural Assessment Test & Personal Interview.

Candidates shall be short-listed for Group Discussion & Personal Interview based on their marks in CLAT 21 and as per the criteria decided by the Management. Candidates shall have the option for appearing in the GD/Interview in Hindi or English.

GD will have any Qualifying Marks. Interview will have Qualifying Marks for different categories. Candidates who qualify in the Personal Interview will only be adjudged suitable for empanelment. The Offer of Appointment shall be issued to the suitable candidates in the order of merit and based on the requirement. Appointment of selected candidates will be subject to them being found medically fit in the Pre-Employment Medical Examination to be conducted as per POWERGRID Norms and Standards of Medical Fitness.

For details of selection process, please refer to our detailed advertisement published under the Career section of our website www.powergridindia.com

**Compensation Package:**

The Corporation offers a very attractive pay package, which is one of the best in the industry. Selected candidates will be placed in the pay scale of Rs. 60,000-1,80,000/- during the one-year training period.

On regularisation, the compensation package includes Basic Pay, Dearness Allowance, Perquisites and Allowance as per Central Government’s Pay Commission Report, Performance Related Pay, Company Leased Accommodation/Company Quarters or HRA, Reimbursement of Monthly Conveyance Expenditure, Mobile Facility, Group Insurance, Personal Accident Insurance, PF, Gratuity, Pension & Leave encashment, etc.

The Corporation also offers excellent facilities like Short & Long-term Loans & Advances in subsidised rates, including House Building Advance, Medical Facilities for Self & Dependents, etc., in accordance with the policies of the Corporation from time to time.

**How to Apply:**

1. Interested applicant must log on to Career section of www.powergridindia.com for detailed advertisement.
2. Candidates have to register themselves and appear for CLAT 2021 (applicable for post-graduate programme for admission in LLM Courses).
3. Candidates have to register themselves online at POWERGRID website at www.powergridindia.com, with details of their CLAT 2021 Application No., CLAT 2021 Control Number, CLAT 2021 Roll Number and other required information, from 1st May 2021 to 31st May 2021.
4. Please note that online registration for CLAT 2021 shall close on 31st March 2021.
5. For details on CLAT 2021, please visit https://consortiumofnlus.ac.in/.
Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory
Defence Research & Development Organization (DRDO)
Government of India, Ministry of Defence
Kanchanagar, Hyderabad-500058

Annexure-I
ENGAGEMENT OF IT APPRENTICES FOR TRAINING AT DMRL FOR THE YEAR 2021-22

Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory (DMRL) was established at Hyderabad in 1953 to meet the needs of complex materials for modern Defence applications with a mandate for research and development in materials, integrated computational tools and product engineering, supported by basic and applied research. The vision of DMRL is to be a centre of excellence for providing total material solutions for Defence systems. DMRL programs engage IT Apprentices under the Apprentices Act, 1961 (Amended, 2015, 2019) purely for ONE YEAR Apprenticeship Training in the following mentioned trades. Stipend will be provided as per the Apprenticeship rules.

Sl. No. | Trades | Essential Qualification | No. of Posts
--- | --- | --- | ---
01. | Fitter | | 06
02. | Turner | | 02
03. | Machinist | | 07
06. | Electrician | | 02
09. | Electronics | | 01
10. | Book Binder | | 07
08. | Computer Operator and Programming Assistant | | 07

For further details and application form log on to what is new in www.drdo.gov.in

Note:
1. For the above mentioned apprentices, reservation for SC/ST/OBC/PWD categories will be applicable as per provision of Apprentice Act 1961, Apprentice Rules, 1992 and Apprenticeship (Amendment) Rules, 2015.
2. The No. of apprentices mentioned above are only indicative and may change at any stage depending on the final allotment of eligible applications received.
3. Terms & Conditions for Selection of Apprentices:
   1. Before applying, candidate should read the complete advertisement carefully and ensure that they have fulfilled eligibility criteria and other norms of the post as mentioned in the advertisement in all respects.
   2. Candidates passed ITI from NCVT and SCVT only are eligible and should pass the qualifying exam.
   3. Candidates who have already undergone or are currently undergoing Apprenticeship under Apprentice Act 1961 are not eligible to apply.
   4. Candidates with more than one year of work experience are not eligible to apply.
   5. Candidates who have registered on www.apprenticeshipindia.org will only be accepted. The registration number is to be mentioned when filling the application. The registration number will be further verified at the time of selection/document verification.
   6. The candidate should apply for the concerned position in the apprenticeshipindia.org portal also. The concerned position will be displayed under vacancies available at Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory.
   7. Those candidates who have completed the qualifying examination (ITI) as regular candidates are only eligible to apply.
   8. Candidates with higher qualification are not eligible to apply.
   9. The tenure of the apprenticeship for above Trades would be ONE YEAR only, commencing from execution of the contract of apprenticeship. This is in strict accordance with Apprentices Act, 1961. Apprenticeship Rules and its amendments from time to time.
   10. PMY candidates are eligible only for the designated trades as per apprenticeship rules.
   11. Selected candidates at the time of joining will have to bring the following certificates:
    a) Police verification certificate from their local police station;
    b) Conduct/character certificate from head of previous educational institute;
    c) A physical fitness certificate from a Civil Assistant Surgeon
    d) SSC Certificate;
    e) ITI certificate;
    f) Case/PIVD Certificate. Expired OBC certificate will not be considered.
    g) Copy of Bank Pass Book.
    h) Aadhaar
    i) 1 Recent Passport Size Photograph
   12. Verification of credentials will be done and in case of any deviation from or nonconformity with the desired qualification, candidate of the candidate shall be summarily rejected.
   13. Suppression of facts will also lead to disqualification, at any stage of the selection process or during the training period.
   14. No TA/DA will be paid to the applicants called for any stage of the selection process.
   15. The apprentices WILL NOT BE provided any hostels accommodation/quarter/transport by the establishment at any stage of the selection process, and also during the training period. Also, no allowances will be admissible except the consolidated stipend.
   16. Candidates selected for training will not be allowed to withdraw from training except for reasons which are beyond their control. Before commencement of the training, the candidates will have to execute a Contract of Apprenticeship.
   17. The training of the Apprentice will be terminated without intimation following unauthorized absence of the candidate in training for a period of more than 15 days.

No: 1-02/2021-A&P
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

Mohanagar Dooranshwar Bhawan, J.L. Nehru Marg
(Old Minto Road) Next to Zailar Hussain College
New Delhi-110002

Sub: Filling up of the posts of Personal Assistant in TRAI Headquarters, New Delhi on deputation on foreign service terms - Extension of Date for receipt of application.

Reference is invited to TRAI, New Delhi vacancy circular of even No. dated 08th February, 2021 for filling up the posts of Personal Assistant in its headquarters in Level-6, Rs. 35400-112400/- in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC (Pre-revised PB-2, Rs. 9000-34800/- with GP of Rs. 4200) on deputation on foreign service

2. The last date for receipt of applications is now extended upto 16th April, 2021.

3. Further details and application form can be obtained from the TRAI website www.trai.gov.in.
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18. Completion of Training does not entitle the candidates any right to claim temporary / permanent job in DMRL.
19. The management of DMRL reserves the right to amend/alter/cancel/suspend the selection process at any time during the process without assigning any reason whatsoever. The decision of the DMRL management shall be final in all aspects of selection process and binding and no appeal of any kind shall be accepted.
20. No correspondence shall be entertained from the candidates not selected for training.
21. Date of commencement of Training - Will be notified by email mentioned on the application to the selected candidates.
22. Eligible candidates applications in specified format as per Annexure-I and along with scanned copies of required certificates/testimonials of 10th Class, 12th Class, Community Certificate may be sent to the e-mail ID admin@dmrl.drdo.in on or before 31.03.2021. In the subject line of the email “Application for Apprentices - (Trade)” should be written. For example, candidates applying for Fitter should mention “Application for Apprentices - Fitter” in the subject line. Candidates are advised to check their emails periodically and keep the same active during the selection process. Emails submitted without application form will be rejected.

DIRECTOR
DMRL

General Information:
DEFENCE METALLURGICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (DMRL) is situated about 10 Kms from Secunderabad Railway Station and 10 Kms from Hyderabad Railway Station. Bus Nos. 162 from Secunderabad Station to Labs Opts., 102 from Public Gardens (Near Hyderabad Railway Station) to Madhav/Keshavgarhi, 102A, 102B, 203, 204M, 102M & 102P from Kott, Women’s College to different places via DMRL X Roads (aligning points) of frequent intervals.

Annexure-II
DEFENCE METALLURGICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (DMRL)
KANCHANAGAR, HYDERABAD-500058
DEFENCE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION (DRDO)
APPLICATION FORM FOR APPRENTICESHIP
ADVT NO: DMRL/HRD/NET/ITI/01/20-21

(Attach Recent Passport Size Photograph)
1. Name of Candidate
2. Father’s Name
3. Nationality
4. Date of Birth
5. Age as on 01-04-2021
6. Category (UR/SC/ST/OBC/PWD)
7. Contact Number
8. Correspondence Address
9. ITI Completed in the Year 2018/2019/2020
10. ITI Institute Details
11. Qualification
12. Marks Obtained
13. Percentage
14. Max Marks
15. Signature of Candidate

I hereby declare that the statement made and information furnished in the application are true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Date: ____________________________

Note: Bio Data to be typed in this format and submitted. Those filled by hand will be summarily rejected.
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Applications are invited from boy candidates for selection in ‘Navy Boys Sports Company’ - 2021 Batch

1. Sports Disciplines. Boys of Indian citizenship who have participated at international/Junior National Championship in Yachting/Sailing.

2. ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS
   (a) Educational Qualifications: Minimum class 9th std pass with adequate knowledge of English and Hindi.
   (b) Rating: Preference should have participated in Nationals (Junior)International events or adequate experience of sailing.
   (c) Age: 12 to 15 Years
   (d) Medical Standards
      (i) Medical examination will be conducted by authorised military doctors as per medical standard prescribed.
      (ii) No Cardio-vascular disease, surgical deformities like knock knee, flat feet etc. Infection years, no history of fits or psychopathic ailments, venereal diseases, corrective surgery for eye sight etc.

Without Glasses With Glasses
Better Eye 6/6 6/6
Worse Eye 6/6 6/6
Better Eye 6/6 6/6
Worse Eye 6/6 6/6

Note: (a) Candidates are advised to give their clear details for wax and chart removal from teeth prior to examination.
(b) Tattoos: Permanent body tattoos are only permitted on inner face of forearms i.e from inside of elbow to the wrist and on the reversed side of paunch (dorsal) side of hand. Permanent body tattoos on any other part of the body is not acceptable and candidate will be barred from recruitment.

3. Reporting time for Registration
   (a) Venue - Indian Naval Watermanship Training Centre, INS Mandovi, Vasco, Goa - 403109
   (b) Date - 02 Apr 21
   (c) Time - 08.00 hrs

4. Selection Trials
   (a) Date - 03-04 Apr 21
   (b) Time - 08.00 hrs

5. How to Apply
   (a) Application Form: The candidates who report for selection trials at designated venue will be required to fill up the application form provided by the selection team at venue.
   (b) List of Documents: The documents mentioned are to be submitted along with application form:
      (i) Original copy of Birth Certificate issued by Gram Pradhan/Municipal Corporation/Registrar of the births and deaths.
      (ii) Original copy of Education certificate from School.
      (iii) Original copy of Character certificate from the Gram Pradhan/Municipal Corporation.
      (iv) Original copy of Residential/Domestic certificate issued by Tehsil/SDM.
      (v) Six latest colour photos in blue background.
      (vi) Original copy of sports participation certificates in National and Inter Club levels (if any).

6. Selection Criteria:
   A dedicated team of NISCCS and officials will conduct the trials induction in a total transparent manner. Parents/Guardians need not to interfere in the selection procedure. Any query they should have are to be addressed to the selection team only. The selection will be carried out at the specified time and venue. For selection trials the selection will be open for three days. The selection procedure shall be as follows:
   (a) Short-listing criteria will be based on higher sailing achievement.
   (b) All original certificates and mark sheets are to be produced at the time of selection trial.
   (c) Candidates declared medically Temporary Unfit in the selection medical examination can avail special review from the specified Military Hospital within a maximum period of 21 days. No further review/appeal is permissible.

7. Defence Research & Development Organisation
   Centre for Fire, Explosive and Environment Safety
   Ministry of Defence
   Br. S. K. Mazumdar Marg
   Timarpur: Delhi-110054
   WALK-IN-INTERVIEW FOR THE POSTION OF JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW (JRF)

The interested candidates are invited for walk-in-interview for the following positions on dates indicated against each at DROMI, Br. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Timarpur, Delhi-110054, near this Centre.-

Sr. No. Type of Fellowship Educational Qualifications Number of Fellowship Age Stipend Date of interview
1. Junior Research (Organic Chemistry) Essential: Post Graduate Degree in Chemistry with specialization in Organic Chemistry in First Division with NET/GATE qualification. 01 Maximum 28 years (relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST & 3 years for OBC) Rs. 31,000/- + HRA 22.04.2021
2. Junior Research (Physical Chemistry) Essential: Post Graduate Degree in Chemistry with specialization in Physical Chemistry in First Division with NET/GATE qualification. 01 Maximum 28 years (relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST & 3 years for OBC) Rs. 31,000/- + HRA 22.04.2021
3. Junior Research (Biotechnology) Essential: Post Graduate Degree in Environment Science/Microbiology/Biotechnology in First Division with NET/GATE qualification. 03 Maximum 28 years (relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST & 3 years for OBC) Rs. 31,000/- + HRA 23.04.2021

1. Type written application duly filled as per Appendix ‘A’ with attested copies of mark sheets/Certificate, Degree Certificate, Experience certificates, publications if any to be submitted at DROMI at the time of Walk-in-Interview along with a recent passport size photograph duly affixed on the right top corner of the Appendix ‘A’ and a crossed Indian Postal Order Amounting to Rs. 10/- drawn in favour of the Director, DROMI, Br. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Delhi-110 054 (candidates belonging to SC/ST and OBC are exempted from this payment). Candidates working in Govt/Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous Bodies should bring ‘NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE’ at the time of interview.
2. Relaxation in age for SC/ST/OBC as per Govt. rules will be permissible.
3. The positions are purely temporary. The offer of Fellowship will not confer any right for absorption/appointment in DROMI.
4. Candidates appearing for walk-in-interview are required to report at Centre for Fire, Explosive & Environment Safety, Br. S. K. Mazumdar Marg, Timarpur, Delhi-110054 at 0900 hours.
5. Candidates should bring all certificates/testimonials in original at the time of interview.
6. No T/ODA will be paid for attending the interview.
7. No Govt. accommodation would be provided by the organization to the selected candidates.

Note:- DROMI is located near this centre between Mall Road and Khalsa College (off Ring Road), Near Delhi Vishwavidyalya Metro Station (North Campus).
Government of India  
Ministry of Finance  
Department of Economic Affairs  
New Delhi  

Subject: Filling up of three (03) posts of Section Officer (Excluded) in the Level-8 (Rs.47600-151100) of 7th CPC Pay Matrix in Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance.

It is proposed to fill up three (03) posts of Section Officer (Excluded) in the Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance in the Level-8 (Rs.47600-151100) of 7th CPC Pay Matrix in Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance. One post is to be filled up by composite method (Deputation plus Promotion) basis and the two posts are to be filled up by Deputation/Absorption basis. The eligibility conditions for recruitment to the post of S.O. (Excluded) are detailed in Annexure-I.

2. It is requested that Applications in (duplicate) from the eligible and willing officers who can be relieved, if selected, may be forwarded in the prescribed proforma, as in Annexure-II, to this Department within 60 days from the date of publication in the Employment News along with the following documents :

i. CR dossiers containing CRS for the last five years. In case of photocopies of CR dossiers, it should be duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India. (Attachment on each page).
ii. Vigilance/Clearance certificate.
iii. Integrity Certificate.
iv. A certificate from the concerned Ministry/Department of three years major/minor penalties imposed during the last 10 years. The statement is also required in case of NIL penalty.
v. Caste certificate.
vi. Application received incomplete, otherwise than through proper channel and without the mentioned documents and after the due date will not be entertained.

Further, the candidate who applies for the post will not be allowed to withdraw his candidature subsequently.

(Sanjeev Gupta)  
Under Secretary to the Government of India  
Ministry of Finance  
Department of Economic Affairs  
New Delhi  

Annexure-I  

1. Name of the post : Section Officer (Excluded)  
2. Number of vacancy : Three (03)  
3. Classification : General Central Service, Group ‘C’, Gazetted Ministerial  
4. Ministry/Department : Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs  
5. Level in the Pay Matrix : Level-8 (Rs.47600-151100) of 7th CPC Pay Matrix  
6. Method of Recruitment : (i) Two posts by Deputation/Absorption basis  
   (ii) One post by Composite Method (Deputation plus Promotion)  
7. Eligibility conditions :  
   a. Deputation/Absorption (including on Composite Method) Officers under the Central Government.  
   b. Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre of department.  
   c. With two years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular basis in Level-7 in the Pay Matrix (Rs.47600-151100) or equivalent in the parent cadre of department and  
   d. Possessing the following qualifications :  
      (i) Essential  
         a. Regular completion of training in the cash and account work in Institute of Secretarial Training and Management.  
         b. A minimum three years experience in cash, accounts, budget work.  
   e. Desirable qualifications :  
      One year Certificate or Diploma course or any other qualification in the field of computer application from a recognized institution;

Annexure-II  

PROFORMA  

1. Post applied for  
2. Name and address in Block Letters  
3. Date of Birth  
4. Date of retirement under Central Govt. Rules  
5. Educational Qualifications  
6. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied?  
7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requirement of the post?  
8. Details of employment, in chronological order (Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient)  
9. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or temporary or quasi-permanent or permanent  
10. In case the present employment is held on deputation basis/contract basis, please state :  
   a. The date of initial appointment  
   b. Period of appointment on deputation/contract  
   c. Name of the parent Office/ Organization to which belong  
   d. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether under  
      (i) Central Government  
      (ii) State Government  
      (iii) Autonomous Organization  
      (iv) Universities  
      (v) Others  
   e. Are you in the revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.  
13. Total emoluments drawn per month  
14. Whether belongs to SC/ST  
15. Additional information, if any  
16. Remarks, if any  

Place:  
Date:  
Signature of the Candidate  
Address:  

Service particulars given by the applicant are verified with reference to service records and found to be correct.

EN 46/14  
Signature with seal of the Competent Authority  

Applications/ Nominations are invited for the post of Director, National Institute of Immunology (NIILM), on Deputation (ISTC, New Delhi).

National Institute of Immunology (NIILM), an autonomous institute under the Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India, has the mandate of carrying out high quality basic and applied research. The current research interests at the Institute coalesce into four broad areas: Gene Regulation, Immunity & Infection, Molecular Design and Reproduction & Development. Details of the Institute are available at www.niilm.res.in.

Scale of Pay and other benefits: The selected incumbent will be placed in the Level 17 (7th CPC). The pay in the revised pay structure is Rs 2,25,000/- (excluding DA, HRA and TA). A semi-furnished or a campus accommodation would be provided. Other benefits/ allowances shall be as per rules applicable for an appointment on deputation/ ISTC basis.

Essential Qualifications / Experience:  
1. PhD in Biotechnology/Medical/ Pharmaceutical Sciences or equivalent.  
2. Minimum 15 years experience of research in the area of specialization such as immunology/ cell biology/molecular biology/disease biology.  
3. Excellent track record, hand in publications, patents and awards.

For eligibility criteria, desirable qualifications and other relevant details, log on to website: www.dbiindia.gov.in or www.niilm.res.in

Last date for receipt of applications/ nominations in Department of Biotechnology is 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News for local candidates and 45 days for the candidates residing abroad, Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep islands, States / Union Territories in the North-Eastern region, Sikkim, Union Territory of J&K, Union Territory of Ladakh, Lahaul and Spiti districts of Himachal Pradesh, and Pangi subdivision of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh.

EN 46/52  

DAVPT 10702/11/103/2021

EN 46/45
Coil India Limited

Recruitment to the Post of Assistant Engineer (Consultant) in the Directorate of Extension and Agriculture, Coop. & F.W. under the Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare.

Applications are invited for the following post tenable at New Delhi:

**Sr. No.** | **Name of the Post** | **Age Max.** | **Pay Level** | **Pay Scale** | **No. of Posts** | **Reservations**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | Scientific Officer (C) | 35 | 10 | 87,525- | 1 | UR, SC, ST, OBC, PWD, EWS

**Email:** registersk@nic.in

**Website:** http://mndc.gov.in

**Last date of receiving applications:** 10 March, 2021
No. 12024/8/2020-DCHEST-I
Government of India
Ministry of Textiles

Office of the Development Commissioner for Handlooms

Udyog Bhawan, Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi-110011

The Office of the Development Commissioner for Handlooms invites applications for the following posts to be filled up under deputation basis:

Sr. No. | Name of Post | No. of vacancy | Pay scale as per 7th CPC |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
1 | Assistant Director (Grade -II) | 01 | Pay Level-14(4850-142400) |
2 | Assistant | 02 | Pay Level-12(35400-112400) |
3 | Stenographer Grade-II | 01 | Pay Level-06(25400-73200) |
4 | Upper Division Clerk | 01 | Pay Level-04(20500-65000) |
5 | Staff Car Driver | 01 | Pay Level-02(19900-63200) |

The details regarding application format, eligibility, documents to be submitted, etc. are available on the website www.handlooms.nic.in. The applications in the prescribed format complete in all respects should reach only through proper channel within 60 days of publication of this advertisement in Employment News. (Rajiv Jain) Chief Enforcement Officer Tel (O): 2305 2431 Tel (M): 98911 10180

dapv 41022/110/16/2021

---

Government of India
Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY)

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI)

4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir, Gorak Market, New Delhi - 110011

Vacancy circular for various posts on deputation (Foreign Service term basis) in Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) Headquarters at New Delhi.

UIDAI invites applications for filling up the post of (i) Deputy Director, (ii) Section Officer, (iii) Assistant Section Officer, (iv) Dy. Director (Technology), (v) Assistant Director (Technology), (vi) Technical Officer (HR), (vii) Assistant Accounts Officer, (viii) Assistant Accounts Accountant, (ix) Principal Private Secretary / Principal Private Secretary, (x) Private Secretary, (xi) Steno, (xii) Junior Translation Officer, and (xiii) Typist on deputation basis (Foreign Service term basis) at their Headquarters in New Delhi.

The application may be furnished in the prescribed format and forwarded to Assistant Director General (HR), Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), 4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir, Gorak Market, New Delhi-110011. The last date for receipt of application complete in all respects is 30.11.2021. Since this vacancy is to be filled up on deputation basis, private candidates are not eligible.

Application received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete shall not be considered. Further details may be obtained from the website www.uidai.gov.in.

Assistant Director General (HR)

---

KENDRIYA HINDI SANSTHAN, AGRA

(Ministry of Education, Govt. of India)
(Hindi Sansthan Marg, Agra-282005)

VACANCIES IN ACADEMIC POSTS

Applications are invited from Indian citizens on prescribed format for filling up the following vacant posts in Teaching cadre at the Kendriya Hindi Sansthan Agra and its present centres as well as on centre(s) to be established in future:

Sl. No. | Name of the Post | Subject | Reservation | No. of Vacant Total
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | Associate Professor | Level-13A Rs. 131400-217100 | Linguistics | UR | 01
2 | Assistant Professor | Level-10 Rs. 57700-182400 | Education | OBC | 02
3 | Assistant Professor | Level-10 Rs. 57700-182400 | Hindi | SC | 02

The detailed advertisement is available on the website of Kendriya Hindi Sansthan www.khsindia.org. Daily filled Application forms containing all the relevant annexures from candidates who have requisite qualifications and experience may be downloaded latest by 10 May, 2021. 5 p.m. to the above mentioned address through Speed post/Registered post only. KHS will not be responsible for any postal delays. The Educational qualifications/experience/publications will be considered as per the UGC regulation, 2018. Kendriya Hindi Shikshan Mandal (KHSM) reserves the right to reject any or all applications as well as increasing or reducing the number of vacancies without explaining any reason.

Note : The applicants who have applied earlier in continuation to this office advertisement No. 05/10/16 for the same need not to apply again for the same.

Ad. No. : 04/2021

---

SARDAR VALLABHBHAI NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, SURAT

(Under the Ministry of Education, Govt. of India)
P.O. ICHCHANATH, SURAT-395 007, GUJARAT, INDIA
Website: http://www.svnit.ac.in

Advt No. Estt.2021/TECHNICIANS/243

RECRUITMENT FOR NON-TEACHING POSITIONS

Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat (SVNIT) is established by an Act of Parliament, offering UG, PG and Ph.D. Programs in Engineering/ Technology and Sciences. The Institute is in search of bright, dynamic, experienced, qualified, and suitable Indian Nationals to cater the institute’s requirement. The Institute invites online applications for the following Non- teaching positions on direct recruitment in various departments sections of the Institute:

Sr. No. | Name of the Post(s) & Relevant Field | No. of Vacant Posts | Total |
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | Senior Technician - Pay Level 06 [BP-1 & GP Rs 2400], Upper Age Limit - 33 Years |
   | Chemical Engineering/ Chemistry | 01 | 01 |
   | Electronics, Electrical Instrumentation Engineering | 05 | 05 |
   | Mechanical Engineering | 01 | 01 |
   | Civil Engineering | 01 | 01 |
   | Total | 08 | 08 |

* One post reserved for PwD.

2 | Technician - Pay Level 06 [BP-1 & GP Rs 2400], Upper Age Limit - 27 Years |
   | Chemical Engineering/ Chemistry | 01 | 01 |
   | Computer Science & Engineering | 01 | 01 |
   | Electronics, Electrical Instrumentation Engineering | 04 | 04 |
   | Mechanical Engineering | 02 | 02 |
   | Civil Engineering | 01 | 01 |
   | Total | 13 | 13 |

* One post reserved for PwD.

One post of Technical/ Senior Technician is earmarked for appointment on compassionate ground.

The eligibility criteria for the above posts is as per Recruitment Rules of NITS (2019) and as updated from time to time by Ministry of Education, Govt. of India. For details regarding the online Application Form, Educational Qualifications, Experience, Specialization, other requirements and terms & conditions for these positions, please visit the Institute website http://www.svnit.ac.in. The number of posts may vary at the time of final selection/recruitment.

The interested candidates may only apply ONLINE through the institute website http://www.svnit.ac.in. The applications received through any other mode shall not be accepted and summarily rejected. The last date for submission of online application form is 26th April 2021 till 5.00 p.m. On completion of filling/uploading the online application form and its submission, please download a copy of the submitted application form and its enclosures including the self-attested photo-copies of the certificates/testimonial etc., along with proof of applicable application fee and send the same to the Deputy Registrar (Estimations), Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology (SVNIT), Iechchhanath, Dumas Road, Surat - 395 007, Gujarat by Speed/Registered Post so as to reach on or before 4th May 2021. The envelope containing the application form must be superscribed as Application ID No.
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REGISTRAR
The Military Engineer Services (MES) is the premier construction agency and one of the pillars of the Indian Army which provides Defende engineering support to the Armed Forces. It is one of the largest construction and maintenance agencies in India with a total annual budget of approximately 13000 crores. It is responsible for creating the strategic and the operational infrastructure other than major roads. It is also responsible for maintaining the administrative habitat for all services and the associated organizations of the Ministry of Defence. It has Pan India footprint to provide engineering support to various formations of Army, Air Force, and Navy. For this, the MES has over six hundred stations spread across the main land and the island territories of India. MES is a military organization but has been Army and Civilian cooperator of officers and other rank personnel.

Online applications from the desirous and eligible candidates are invited to fill up the vacant posts of Draughtsman (D/MAN/DMR) and Supervisor B/S (Super BS), in MES, Pune, by Headquarters Chief Engineer Southern Command, under the aegis of headquarters Chief Engineer Southern Command, Candidates are invited to read the complete advertisement carefully, before filling up the online application form. Instructions for filling up online application and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) are provided in the advertisement. Candidates are advised to fill up the online form carefully, before submitting the application.

CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO VISIT ONLY OFFICIAL WEBSITE OF MES (WWW. MES. GOV. IN) FOR ANY INFORMATION & UPDATES

1.1 EDUCATIONAL AND OTHER QUALIFICATION (EOQ): Candidates must have acquired the EOQ as on crucial date of eligibility for the posts they are applying, Those existing results of the final examination as on crucial date of eligibility for the prescribed qualification are not eligible and hence should not apply.

1.2 DETAILS OF THE POSTS AND DETAILS OF ELIGIBILITY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Pay Scale</th>
<th>Educational and Other Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Draughtsman</td>
<td>18-30 Years</td>
<td>Pay matrix Level – 6 (Rs 35400 – 112400)</td>
<td>Essential: Must have passed three years Diploma in Architectural Assistantship from a recognized institution. Desirable: One year experience in working Auto Cad, operation of Xerox, Printing and Lamination Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor B/S</td>
<td>18-30 Years</td>
<td>Pay matrix Level – 6 (Rs 35400 – 112400)</td>
<td>Essential: Master’s Degree in Economics or Commerce or Statistics or Business Studies or Public Administration from a recognized University/Institute. One year experience in handling Stores and Keeping Accounts in a store and/or in a concerned Central or State Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organization or Public Sector Undertaking or University or any recognized Institution or Banks or any Private Sector organization listed on the Stock Exchange(s) of India. OR Bachelor’s Degree in Economics or Commerce or Statistics or Business Studies or Public Administration as a subject from a recognized University/Institute. Two years’ experience in handling Stores and Keeping Accounts in a store and/or in a concerned Central or State Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organization or Public Sector Undertaking or University or any recognized Institution or Banks or any Private Sector organization listed on the Stock Exchange(s) of India.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: -
1. Where experience is required such experience must be acquired by the candidates after completing educational qualification as specified for the concerned post. Further, Internship/ Training/ Research experience etc. gained in course of acquiring an educational qualification will not be counted as experience.
2. Experience certificate in the prescribed format from the Head of the organization(s)/Department(s) for the full expiring claimed, clearly mentioning the duration of employment (date, month & year) indicating basic pay and consolidated post in the post(s) with duration(s). Experience certificate should also mention the nature of duties, performance obtained in the post(s) with duration(s). Experience certificate should be issued in prescribed format relevant to a post.
3. As per Ministry of Human Resources Development, Notification No 44 dated 01.03.1995 published in Gazette of India edition dated 08.04.1995. As per UGC (Open & Distance) Regulations, 2017 published in official Gazette 23.03.2017, under Para 3.3 of 3.3.5), the degree obtained through open universities’ Distance Education Council, IGNOU. Accordingly, unless such Degrees had been recognized for the period when the candidates acquired the relevant qualification, they will not be accepted for the purpose of Education Qualification.
4. Candidates who have not acquired will not be accepted for the purpose of Education Qualification as on closing date of receipt of application will not be eligible and need not apply.
5. ES-Servicemen who have done various courses from Armed Forces which are certified by competent authorities as equivalent to prescribed qualification, are eligible to apply.

1.3 DESCRIPTION OF VACANCIES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Name</th>
<th>Commands</th>
<th>Vertical Reservation</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>PH</th>
<th>Horizontal Reservation (%): ESM Sports-Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UR SC ST OBC EWS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OH HH VH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draughtsman</td>
<td>All Commands</td>
<td>21 8 4 14 5 52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor B/S</td>
<td>All Commands</td>
<td>183 69 33 120 45 450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 6 6 6 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nature of Physical Disabilities permissible for the post are as under:
(a) BL – both leg affected but not arms
(b) OL – one leg affected (R or L)
(c) D – deaf
(d) PD – partially Deaf

A) Clarification has been sought from Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disability with respect to eligible PwD for the post of Supervisor B/S. As on the date the persons with disabilities are suitable and eligible to apply for the post:
(a) OA – one arm affected (R or L)
(b) Impaired speech.
(c) Weakness of grip.
(d) Asthenia
(b) OL – one leg affected (R or L)

B) The vacancy given in PwD categories with respect to Supervisor B/S is liable to change as and when notified. Including additional allocation for Horizontal Reserves, pending clarification. The same will be notified in due course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>SWC</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Draughtsman</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor B/S</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4 DISTRIBUTION OF COMMAND WISE VACANCIES:

Continued
1.5 PAY SCALE: Pay Level-4 (30500-119000) as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix as per GOI of India rules and other benefits/allowances as per extant GOI of India rules.

1.6 DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES: The duties and responsibilities shall be as prescribed in the Advertisement and will be as per the requirements of the post.

1.7 POSTING: The selected candidates will be appointed anywhere in India with All India Transfer Liability and also for Field Service Liability (Civilian in Defence) as applicable

2.1 REMUNERATION AND SERVICE CONDITION: Recruit candidates will get Pay at Level-6 (36500-119400) as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix as per GOI of India rules and other benefits/allowances as per extant GOI of India rules. The recruited candidates will be governed by the central government rules. The personnel policies in MES are well laid-out and the selected candidates will be able to serve anywhere within limits of Union of India including field locations/remote areas, as and where required.

2.2 ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: All eligibility conditions will be determined with reference to the crucial date of eligibility as mentioned in this advertisement. A) NATIONALITY: A candidate must be a citizen of India

3.1 HOW TO APPLY: Candidates must satisfy themselves, before applying, about their eligibility for the post. The eligible candidature, therefore, shall be submitted online through the link MES Recruitment website (https://www.mes.gov.in). Applications submitted by other means/mode will be summarily rejected.

3.2 SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION: A) Candidates should read the detailed instructions carefully before applying online. B) Before final submission, ensure that all the details provided are correct, and suitable for the particular category of candidate concerned. C) A candidate may apply for the post through the online application once he/she is satisfied that he/she fulfills the eligibility conditions. D) After receipt of application, the candidate will be informed through the online system regarding the status of his/her application. E) A candidate who does not meet the eligibility conditions is likely to be rejected. F) Candidates must obtain login and password for online application by filling in the details at the specified date. G) After successful registration, the candidate will get a user ID & password (note it down & keep safely), which will be used for logging in at the specified date. H) The candidate has to fill in the application form (I) at the specified date. J) A candidate must fill in the form in all respects. K) A candidate who does not meet the eligibility conditions is likely to be rejected. L) Both the details of the application and the other documents/articles, as specified in the advertisement, will be treated as prima facie evidence of the candidature. M) The candidate will be rejected if found not eligible or found guilty of forger or tampering with the documents/articles. N) The candidate must ensure that the required documents/articles are submitted within the specified date. O) A candidate must ensure that the name as given in matriculation/secondary/exam equivalent examination certificate/otherwise their candidature may be canceled. P) A candidate will have their mobile number verified (for phone call/message) of 6 months, within 24 hours of submission of application, to ensure that the mobile number is active. Q) A candidate must ensure that all the documents/articles are submitted within the specified date. R) The candidate must ensure that the name as given in matriculation/secondary/exam equivalent examination certificate/otherwise their candidature may be canceled. S) A candidate must ensure that all the documents/articles are submitted within the specified date.

3.3 SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION: A) Candidates should read the detailed instructions carefully before applying online. B) Before final submission, ensure that all the details provided are correct, and suitable for the particular category of candidate concerned. C) A candidate may apply for the post through the online application once he/she is satisfied that he/she fulfills the eligibility conditions. D) After receipt of application, the candidate will be informed through the online system regarding the status of his/her application. E) A candidate who does not meet the eligibility conditions is likely to be rejected. F) Candidates must obtain login and password for online application by filling in the details at the specified date. G) After successful registration, the candidate will get a user ID & password (note it down & keep safely), which will be used for logging in at the specified date. H) The candidate has to fill in the application form (I) at the specified date. J) A candidate must fill in the form in all respects. K) A candidate who does not meet the eligibility conditions is likely to be rejected. L) Both the details of the application and the other documents/articles, as specified in the advertisement, will be treated as prima facie evidence of the candidature. M) The candidate will be rejected if found not eligible or found guilty of forger or tampering with the documents/articles. N) The candidate must ensure that the required documents/articles are submitted within the specified date. O) A candidate must ensure that the name as given in matriculation/secondary/exam equivalent examination certificate/otherwise their candidature may be canceled. P) A candidate will have their mobile number verified (for phone call/message) of 6 months, within 24 hours of submission of application, to ensure that the mobile number is active. Q) A candidate must ensure that all the documents/articles are submitted within the specified date. R) The candidate must ensure that the name as given in matriculation/secondary/exam equivalent examination certificate/otherwise their candidature may be canceled. S) A candidate must ensure that all the documents/articles are submitted within the specified date.
Document Verification (DV):
I. Merit list of Shortlisted Candidates for Document Verification will be published in 1:3 ratio.
ii. Such candidates will be required to submit the documents which were uploaded earlier at the time of submission of online application along with the self-attested photocopies along with the Print out of application form, admit card, OMR sheet and other relevant qualifying documents for the post.
iv. Document verification of provisionally shortlisted candidates will be done at Pune, for issuance of appointment letter. The candidates who submit their documents also at the place of appointment after getting actual a letter will not be provided the candidates documents and other relevant documents.
iv. Document Verification at Pune will be done as per the dates notified on No. 3.11.2021. and will be done along with Print out of application form, admit card, OMR sheet and other relevant qualifying documents for the post.

C. Document Verification:

i. Candidate will have to bring two passport size recent colour photographs and one original valid Photo ID Proof having Date of Birth while appearing for the Documents Verification.

iv. Candidate will have to submit three copies of self-certified of various documents like:
   a. Matriculation and/or Secondary Certificate.
   b. Educational Qualification Certificate.
   c. Experience Certificate, if applicable.
   d. Castle/Category Certificate, of belongs to reserved categories.
   e. Persons with Disabilities Certificate in the required format, if applicable.

v. No Counterfoil, in case already employed in Government/ Government undertakings.

vi. Candidate who claims change in name after matriculation or marriage and divorce, etc. the following documents shall be submitted:

   a. In case of marriage of woman: Photocopy of Husband's passport showing Names of Spouses, copy of matriculation certificate, copy of an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by the Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit from husband and wife along with a joint photograph duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner.
   b. In case of divorce of woman: Certified copy of Divorce Decree and Death Certificate as the case may be in respect of first spouse, and photocopy of present husband's passport showing names of spouse on an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by the Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit from husband and wife along with a joint photograph duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner.
   c. In case of divorce of man: Certified copy of Divorce Decree and Death of Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner.
   d. In other circumstances for change of name for both male and female: Dead Poll Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner and paper cuttings of two leading daily newspapers in original (One daily newspaper should be of the area of applicant's permanent and present address or nearby area) and Gazette Notification.
   e. Any other document specified in the Admission Certificate for DV.

### 4.2 Written Examination

**Mode/Type of Examination**

**Scope of Examination**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination Type</th>
<th>No. of Questions</th>
<th>Maximum Marks</th>
<th>Duration of Exam</th>
<th>Duration of Written Exam for Physically Handicapped Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMR based Written Examination</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td>2 hrs 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

- Further if sufficient candidates are not available for any category for preparing merit list for Document Verification candidates will be selected on the basis of minimum marking criteria for preparing merit list and interchange of vacancies as per the Government Rule.

### 4.3 Syllabus

**General Intelligence & Reasoning.**

The test will include questions on analogies, similarities and differences, visualisation, problem solving, analysis, judgment, decision making and reasoning based on both verbal and numerical abilities.

**Numerical Aptitude.**

Questions will carry numbers including questions on arithmetical reasoning, algebra, problems based on percentage, ratio and proportion, decimals, square roots, time and work, time and distance, time, speed and distance etc.

**General English.**

Testing of candidates on understanding of the English Language and its correct usage, vocabulary, grammar, sentence structure, synonyms, antonyms and idioms.

**General Awareness.**

Questions will be designed to test the ability of the candidate's general awareness of the environment around him and its application to society. Questions will be based on knowledge of everyday facts and events, knowledge of current events such as activities of everyday observation and experience in their scientific aspect may be expected of educated persons. The test will also include questions relating to India and its neighboring countries especially pertaining to sports, history, culture, geography, economic scene, General Polity including Indian Constitution, and Scientific Research etc. These questions will be such that they do not require a special study of any discipline.

**Specialised Topics -**

- **D'Man:** Importance of lettering and numbering – Figures and Proportions IS standard for Engineering Drawings, Use of various computer software (Unis Angles, Triangle, Kr沼tines, Polygon etc. Orthographic projections, recommend methods of projections as per IS codes. Construction of ordinary scale-Plain & comparative diagrams, venier and scale of chords. Drawing plan and elevation of points, lines, surfaces & solids Conventional signs and symbols as per IS code for engineering drawings and building drawings. Drawings and detailing of (i) Brick arrangements, (ii) Reinforcement details of different types of beams & slabs, (iii) Foundations- various types, (iv) Damp proof course & plinth protection, (v) Roof types - reinforced concrete, Madras Terrace & Jack Arch, (vi) Flooring types- Timber Flooring, steel flooring for Flooring (vii) Gypsum Board Walls & Ceilings, (viii) Elevators, (ix) Doors Types - Panelled, glazed and flush door, (x) Window & ventilators, (xi) Pitched Roof, various types of roofs, (xii) Steel Roof Trusses, (xiii) Stairs- various types, (xiv) Lintel Carpenters, (xv) Open and open well (xii) Storm doors, residential house-plan, elevation and section (xiv) Cross section showing different types of roads, rail track, embankment and layout of platform (xvi) Different types of irrigation structures (xvii) Pipelines joints drainage work, sanitary fittings, Forms of roof heads, types of riveted joints standard steel section, standard connections, AUTOCAD

**Super U/S.** Materials Mgtm tools, ABC analysis, Safe upkeep and preservation of various kinds of Engineering stores and Basic knowledge of computer based data Mgmt.

**Note:**

- Candidates will have to arrange one scribble at own cost and inform the Centre Head beforehand. The academic qualification of the scribble should be a one grade lower than the eligibility criteria. Both the candidates as well as the scribble will have to be suitably carring as per format given in the MEST website (www.mest.gov.in) that the scribble fulfills all the stipulated eligibility criteria. In case it later transpires that the scribble did not fulfill any of the laid down eligibility criteria or had suppressed material facts, the candidates of the applicant will be stood cancelled, irrespective of the results of the written examination.

---

Continued on page 27
National Sugar Institute, Kanpur
An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institute
A Premier Institute of Government of India

Admission Notice—2021

National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government of India for following courses invites applications from eligible candidates who wish to seek admission for the academic session 2021-22.

SL. No. | Course offered | Eligibility | No. of Seats | Mode of Selection
---|---|---|---|---
1. | P.G. Diploma Course of Associateship of National Sugar Institute in Sugar Technology (ANSI) (ST) | B.Sc. with Chemistry, Physics or Mathematics or Bachelor’s Degree in Chemical Engineering. | 66 | Admission Test
2. | P.G. Diploma Course of Associateship of National Sugar Institute in Sugar Engineering (ANSI) (SE) | Bachelor’s Degree or A.M.I.E (From The Institutes of Engineers, India) in Mechanical / Production / Electrical / Electrical & Electronics | 33 | Admission Test
3. | P.G. Diploma Course in Industrial Fermentation and Alcohol Technology (DIKAT) | B.Sc. with Chemistry / Applied Chemistry / Industrial Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry as one of the subject or B.Tech. in Bio-Technology / Chemical Engg. or Bio-Chem Engg. | 39 | Admission Test
4. | P.G. Diploma Course in Sugarcane Fresh Juice Production & Quality Management (DPSMPQ) | B.Sc./B.Tech. Agriculture | 20 | Admission Test
5. | P.G. Diploma Course in Industrial Instruments & Process Automation (DIPA) | Bachelor’s Degree or A.M.I.E (From The Institutes of Engineers, India) in Electronics & Instrumentation/Electronics & Instrumentation/ Electrical & Electronics/ Applied Electronics & Instrumentation/Electronics & Communication/Instrumentation & Control. | 17 | Admission Test
6. | P.G. Diploma Course in Quality Control and Environmental Science (DCQES) | B.Sc. or diploma in Science/Engineering in Chemicals | 22 | Admission Test
7. | Sugar Baking Certificate Course (SSBC) | Diploma in Chemical/High School with Science/Agriculture Exp. of 3 years (minimum 90% marks) experience of process operation in a sugar factory along with nomination | 63 | Admission Test
8. | Sugar Engineering Certificate Course (SECC) | Diploma in Mechanical / Production / Electrical / Electrical & Electronics from a recognized Technical School/Polytechnic. | 17 | Admission Test
9. | Certificate Course in Quality Control (CQC) | Diploma in Chemical/High School with Science/Agriculture Exp. of 3 years (minimum 90% marks) experience of process operation in a sugar factory along with nomination | 22 | Admission Test
10. | F.S.S.I. in Sugar Technology or Sugar Chemistry (ANSI) | Bachelor’s Degree or A.M.I.E (From The Institutes of Engineers, India) in Chemistry/Bio-Technology/Bio-Engineering/Industrial Chemistry/Instrumentation/Electronics & Instrumentation/Electronics & Communication/Instrumentation & Control. | 22 | Admission Test

For further details and Prospectus visit website: http://nlsi.gov.in.
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IMPORTANT DATES AND INFORMATION FOR APPLICANT

On-line submission of application form | From 14th April, 2021 onwards
Last date for submission of off-line Applications (Foreign Candidates) | 16th May, 2021 up to 5:00 PM
Last date for submission of off-line Applications (Indian Candidates) | 04 June, 2021 up to 5:00 PM
Last date for receipt of downloaded printout of duly filled & signed | 11th June, 2021 up to 5:00 PM
Line application forms at ANSI Kanpur by hand or by post (Indian Candidates) | Application Fee—All candidates except SC/ST | Rs. 1500/-
Application Fee for SC/ST Candidates | Rs. 100/-
Application fee to be sent in the form of DD drawn in favour of "Director, National Sugar Institute" payable at Kanpur
Submission of Admit Cards from website by Indian candidates | From 21st June’ 2021 onwards
Admission Test for ANSI (ST), ANSI (SE), DIKAT, DPSMP, DIPA, DQES, SCBC, SECC & CCQ (Only for Indian Candidates) | 27th June’ 2021 (Sunday) at Pune, Chennai, Delhi, Kanpur, Kolkata, Patna, Meerut & Gorakhpur etc.
Address for all Correspondence / Submission of application form | Director, National Sugar Institute, Kyadnapur, Kanpur-208017
Registered Post / Speed Post
For further details and Prospectus visit website: http://nlsi.gov.in.
Contact us: nslki kanpur.edu@gmail.com

NOTE: All rights for change in the above schedule and examination centers are reserved with the Institute and can be made any time without giving any notice to anyone.
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Government of India
National Technical Research Organisation

RECRUITMENT NOTICE
Applications are invited ONLINE to fill up following vacancies in National Technical Research Organisation on Deputation/Absorption (For Ex-Serviceman: Deputation/Re-employment basis):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Level of the Pay Matrix</th>
<th>No. of vacancies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>Technician ‘A’</td>
<td>Level-2 (Rs. 19900-63200)</td>
<td>Twenty (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Technician ‘B’</td>
<td>Level-4 (Rs. 25500-81100)</td>
<td>Twelve (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>Technician ‘C’</td>
<td>Level-5 (Rs. 32900 - Rs. 92300)</td>
<td>Seven (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>Technician ‘D’</td>
<td>Level-6 (Rs. 35400-112400)</td>
<td>Six (06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The vacancies are subject to increase or decrease.
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davp 5810611/11/0004/2021
FOOTWEAR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
An Institution of National Importance as per FDDI Act 2017
MINISTRY OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CURRENT OPENINGS

Engagement of Qualified Professionals (Academic & Non Academic Staff)

Footwear Design & Development Institute, an INI under the aegis of Ministry of Commerce & Industry, GOI, invites applications from qualified candidates for various posts in the academic and non-academic arena at its HQ & various campuses.

1. SCHOOL OF FASHION DESIGN
   (Illustration & CAD/ Prototyping & Production Techniques / Design Process/Pattern Making & Garment Construction)
   - Chief Faculty
     Gen 53
     01 Hyderabad / 01 Noida / 01 Jodhpur
     Gross Salary: 11,500-1,50,000
   - Sr. Faculty Gen 50
     01 Ankleshwar / 02 Hyderabad / 01 Patna / 01 Rohini / 01 Jodhpur / 01 Barun / 01 Chennai / 01 Chhindwara
     Gross Salary: 85,000-1,10,000
   - Faculty
     Gen 40
     01 Noida / 00 Chhindwara / 01 Rohini / 02 Barun / 01 Chennai / 02 Hyderabad / 01 Ankleshwar / 01 Patna
     Gross Salary: 50,000-65,000

2. SCHOOL OF RETAIL & FASHION MERCHANDISES
   (Retail Operation & IT/ Visual Merchandising & Fashion / Fashion Merchandising / General Management)
   - Chief Faculty
     Gen 53
     01 Hyderabad / 01 Noida
     Gross Salary: 11,500-1,50,000
   - Sr. Faculty Gen 45
     01 Noida / 01 Barun
     Gross Salary: 85,000-1,10,000
   - Faculty
     Gen 40
     01 Noida / 01 Hyderabad
     Gross Salary: 50,000-65,000

3. SCHOOL OF LEATHER GOODS & ACCESSORIES DESIGN
   (Leather Goods / Leather Garments / Product Design)
   - Chief Faculty
     Gen 53
     01 Kolkata
     Gross Salary: 11,500-1,50,000
   - Sr. Faculty Gen 40
     01 Noida / 01 Chennai
     Gross Salary: 85,000-1,10,000
   - Faculty
     Gen 40
     01 Noida / 01 Hyderabad
     Gross Salary: 50,000-65,000

4. SCHOOL OF FOOTWEAR DESIGN & PRODUCTION
   (New Product Development / Material Science / Upper & Soles Design / Manufacturing Excellence / Cutting & Closing / Assembly / Component / Lasting & Finishing)
   - Chief Faculty
     Gen 53
     01 Noida / 01 Chennai
     Gross Salary: 11,500-1,50,000
   - Sr. Faculty Gen 45
     01 Noida / 01 Barun
     Gross Salary: 85,000-1,10,000
   - Faculty
     Gen 40
     01 Noida / 01 Chennai / 01 Barun / 01 Rohini / 01 Jodhpur / 01 Rohini / 01 Noida / 01 Ankleshwar / 01 Barun / 01 Chennai
     Gross Salary: 50,000-65,000

5. ITSC
   - Manager
     Gen 40
     01 Noida
     Gross Salary: 50,000-60,000
   - Assistant Manager (ITSC)
     Gen 33
     Gross Salary: 25,000-30,000
   - Creative Designer (ITSC)
     Gen 30
     Gross Salary: 20,000-25,000

6. PLACEMENT
   - Sr. Manager
     Gen 45
     01 Noida / 01 Chennai
     Gross Salary: 80,000-1,00,000
   - Assistant Manager
     Gen 33
     Gross Salary: 25,000-30,000

7. HR & ADMIN
   - Manager (Legal)
     Gen 40
     01 Noida
     Gross Salary: 50,000-60,000
   - Deputy Manager
     Gen 35
     Gross Salary: 35,000-45,000
   - Assistant Manager
     Gen 30
     Gross Salary: 25,000-30,000

8. ACCOUNTS & FINANCE
   - Assistant Manager
     Gen 35
     Gross Salary: 25,000-30,000

9. ADMINISTRATION
   - Assistant Manager
     Gen 30
     Gross Salary: 25,000-30,000

Last date of submission of application: 10th April 2021
For more details visit official website: https://fddindia.com/career.php

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Only Indian Nationals need apply (2). Appointment will be on Contract basis for a period of 03 years (extendable at the discretion of Management) (3). Selected candidates can be posted in any of the 12 campuses of FDDI, viz., Noida, Fursatganj, Rohini, Barun-Chandigarh, Hyderabad, Chennai, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Chhindwara, Guna, Ankleshwar and Patna; or as per requirement (4). No of vacancies shown against the post can be increased or decreased or even reduced to zero, at the discretion of the management without assigning any reason. FDDI will not be liable to compensate the applicant for the consequential damages. If any. The candidates may be selected as per their suitability for the notified posts and domain (5). FDDI will not be responsible for any postal delaying or non-delivery of communication at any stage of the recruitment process (6). Minimum qualifications mentioned shall be from a recognized University/Institution (7). More conformity to the job requirements will not entitle a candidate to be called for interview. Management reserves the right to reject the application without assigning any reason and to increase / decrease the number of posts depending on the requirement or to raise the standard of specifications to restrict the number of candidates to be called for written interview (8). Candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/PWD/Ex-servicee category should enclose a copy of the certificate issued by the Competent Authority to that effect (9). Candidates belonging to OBC category are required to produce recently obtained OBC Certificate (Non-creamy layer) (not older than 6 months as on the date of advertisement) in the format prescribed by the Government of India, issued by Competent Authority (10). Reservation Policy, including age relaxation shall be as per Government of India Rules (11). The appointment of selected candidates will be subject to their medical fitness for such appointment based on Medical Examination as per the Directives of the Institute (12). No correspondence will be entertained with the candidates not short listed (13) Incomplete application or applications will be rejected and no correspondence in this regard will be entertained (14). Management reserves the right to call or not to call any/all of the candidates who have responded against this advertisement (15). Only shortlisted candidates will be intimated regarding interview by Post/Email (16). Management will not be responsible for delayed receipt / non-receipt of applications (17). Candidates are allowed to answer in Hindi medium also (18). Upper age limit provided is as on 10.04.2021. Candidates who wish to apply for more than one post must submit separate applications for each post (20). Pay and allowances will be fixed commensurate with the applicant’s qualification, experience and current pay. Higher pay can be given to the deserving candidates (21). The decision of Management regarding selection will be final (22). Applicants who are working in Government Organisations/PSUs must submit NOC & Vigilance Certificate from their current employer (23). Applicants may submit their application vide speed post to the Faculty (HQ-HR), Human Resource Department, FDDI, HQ-Noida.

Interested candidates may submit their applications in the prescribed format available on the Institute’s website; to

Faculty (HQ-HR)
Human Resource Department, Footwear Design & Development Institute
A-10/A, Sector-24, NOIDA-201301, Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar (UP)
GETTING READY FOR COMMON LAW ...

The medium of law course is English. This is only one of the reasons for the applicants being tested in English. The segment of English is about 20 percent with 26 to 32 questions. There will be passages between 400 to 500 words on a general interest topic or a specific interest topic in the form. Each of the passages will have questions based on it expecting you to use your skills of reading, comprehension, expression, and observation. The questions in this section may ask you to read and comprehend the main points in the passage and also any view, points, opinion or argument presented in the passage, draw inferences and conclusions, compare or contrast the points, explain the meaning of key terms of the passage, give an opinion based on the given in the passage and may be summarizing the passage.

To do well in this section, you need to read the passage fast but with attention, understand the issues raised and the ideas behind it. In some cases, the ideas may be different from what you are familiar with. Some of the questions may be based on a topic you are not that much familiar with. These things shouldn't worry you. Let it be clear that you have a passage and you have to answer the questions in relation to the passage. Your personal opinion or thinking are of not any significant here. You need to be objective and keep away biases, in case you have any. Also since the test is objective, you're already provided with the correct answer in one of the options. You need to identify that option in the least possible time.

Current Affairs and General Knowlege:

There are many other competitive examinations in the section of general awareness, direct questions are asked (e.g. which of the following is the official currency of Malagasy) but CLAT, this section is also paper based. The passage will be related to some news or event of significance from India or the world or related to art, culture, history, international affairs, legal matter etc. This section will relate to the passage but the answer may be outside the passage. For exam. The passage on the latest Lok Sabha elections, there may be a question that in which year Lok Sabha elections were held in the country for the first time.

This section is expected to contain 55 to 59 questions and will comprise 25 percent of the test. To do well in this component of general knowledge and current affairs, you have to regularly refer to national newspapers. It would be better if you note down important news items in a diary. Think about which can be the possible questions related to these news. A general knowledge book is must to brush up along with a year book.

Being passage based the section is easier than it would have been with as many as 40 Independent questions.

Legal Reasoning:

This section is exclusive to CLAT. In this section, you may expect 35 to 39 questions which roughly contains 15 to 17 questions representing just 10 percent of the test. This section would comprise small set of facts or propositions or other lexical, graphical, pictorial or diagrammatic representation containing information from which a series of questions would follow. The candidates are expected to choose selective information from the above representation which are related to mathematical operation as required. For example in a graph, sales for different years may be given and you may be asked to find a difference in two different year sets.

This section will have questions based on the book which we studied in mathematics in HSC (10th standard). To solve this section you need to have clear concepts of limits, maxima, minima, among others. You should solve a lot of questions to practice and achieve perfection.

Choose your approach:

There can be two perfect approaches to solve a paper like CLAT. You need to choose what works best for you. When the questions are given in the form of a passage, you can come back to passage to identify those parts where answers may be present. This may not work well in case of a complex question. Many candidates read the questions first and then go through the passage to find related answers. This approach may save time but is risky. You must go through the passage before attempting any sample paper. Elimination or Selection:

When it comes to objective type questions, a candidate has two ways to find the right answer, elimination and selection. Selection, of course, is mostly used widely. When you have absolute certainty about a particular answer without hesitation. But where you’re in doubt, keep away from the least possible options applying elimination and choose from the remaining options to improve your chances of scoring well.

Managing your time during the test:

CLAT needs you to solve 100 questions in 120 minutes. It means on an average you have less than a minute per question. All questions wouldn’t require equal time, some would need more and some less. You should not waste any minute and mark quickly the answers once decided.

Making best use of available resources:

If you visit CLAT website, you’ll find a link to sample questions. Answer to these questions have also been provided. The best way to understand appropriate rationale for correct answer has also been mentioned. Also under the link of “Learning Tools and Materials” comprehensive explanation of the questions and attacking solving strategy are given. To all those candidates whose application for CLAT is accepted the Consortium organizing the exam will provide access to a learning platform containing preparatory material. After preparing the preparatory tests candidates may check their scores which can be improved with further practice.

Exclusive guides for CLAT preparation are available in the market. You may get one or two for you after ascertaining their quality. Various websites also provide free access to preparation material including sample questions and model papers etc.

National Law Universities

Your CLAT score is accepted at various other institutes for admission to LLB or five years integrated courses. So even if you’re not targeting the National Law Universities, you may think of having a CLAT score which will be handy for those who for some reason or other were not able to make any of the 22 National Law Universities. However you need to make sure that the institute accepting you on the basis of CLAT score provides quality education, charges reasonable fee and the degree offered by it comes value in the job market.

(The author is a career counselor. E-mail: armrbh88@gmail.com)

View more are personal Image Courtesy : Google

Science & Engineering Research Board

(An statutory body of the Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India)

Advisory Notice No.01/2021

The Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), a statutory body under the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India has advertised for the following scientific post on deputation basis as per the details given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>Pay Scale</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
<th>Mode of Recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Scientist ‘G’</td>
<td>Pay Scale 14400-26200</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Deputation basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last date of submission of applications would be within 60 (sixty) days from the last day of vacancies under advertisement in the “Employment News” (English Edition).

The detailed advertisement containing other details like Eligibility Criteria, Age, Educational Qualifications, Experience, Selection Process, Terms & Conditions of the recruitment and Application Form etc. are available on our Websites: www.serbo.gov.in and www.dst.gov.in

(Satish Maran)
Under Secretary
EN 46/65
Build a clean energy future with India's Power Leader

NTPC Limited is India's largest power conglomerate with an installed capacity of 64,880 MW. Commensurate with our country’s growth challenges, NTPC has embarked upon an ambitious transformation plan. The capital expenditure (Capex) for FY 2022-23 is expected to be about Rs 130,000 crores.

NTPC is looking for experienced professional candidates for engagement as Specialist (Hydrogen Energy), Specialist (Carbon Capture & Utilisation), Specialist (Energy Storage), Specialist (Solar Thermal) and Specialist (Carbon Financing) on Fixed Term Basis for a period of 03 years. The details of eligibility criteria are as under:

A. Specialist (Hydrogen Energy) - 01 Post

Qualification: Degree in Engineering in Electrical / Mechanical / Electronic/ Instrumentation/ Chemical (or equivalent) or M.Sc in Chemistry with at least 60% marks from a recognized institute.

Experience Requirement:
- Min. 10 years of post-qualification executive experience in power/energy sector in a Govt./Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute, out of which at least 3 years experience should be in relevant area. Experience of working in Research/Academic institutes in relevant area shall also be considered.

Experience Profile:
The applicant should have relevant work experience in one or more fields like O&M of hydrogen related systems, industrial hydrogen gas production and supply chain, chlor-alkali industry, electrolyser/Fuel cell manufacturing, project consultancy related to hydrogen processes and any other industry handling hydrogen. Candidates with design and project execution and commissioning experience in hydrogen related industry will be preferred.

Job Profile:
The incumbent shall be responsible for conceptualizing and implementing green hydrogen projects in India and abroad. He/She shall be responsible to design, procure, erect and commission green hydrogen projects in the field of mobility (development of green hydrogen filling stations throughout the country and operation of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) fleet), off grid sites electrification (space heating using solar-hydrogen systems), and application of hydrogen in water production and usage of green ammonia and green methanol, blending of hydrogen in natural gas networks and all other applications related to hydrogen systems.

B. Specialist (Carbon Capture & Utilisation) - 01 Post

Qualification: Degree in Engineering in Electrical / Mechanical / Electronic/ Instrumentation/ Chemical (or equivalent) or M.Sc in Chemistry with at least 60% marks from a recognized institute.

Experience Requirement:
- Min. 10 years of post-qualification executive experience in power/energy sector in a Govt./Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute, out of which at least 3 years experience should be in relevant area. Experience of working in Research/Academic institutes in relevant area shall also be considered.

Experience Profile:
The applicant should have relevant work experience in one or more fields like Carbon dioxide capture and utilisation (CCU) projects, O&M of CCU projects, carbon capture unit manufacturing, project and consultancy related to CCU. Candidates with design, project execution and commissioning experience in CCU will be preferred.

Job Profile:
The incumbent shall be responsible for conceptualizing and implementing Carbon Capture and Utilisation (CCU) projects in India and abroad. He/She shall be responsible to design, procure, erect and commission CCU projects in the field of green chemicals synthesis (like methanol syngas etc.) for pilot and commercial projects.

C. Specialist (Energy Storage) - 01 Post

Qualification: Degree in Engineering in Electrical / Mechanical / Electronic/ Instrumentation/ Chemical (or equivalent) with at least 60% marks from a recognized institute.

Experience Requirement:
- Min. 10 years of post-qualification executive experience in power/energy sector in a Govt./Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute, out of which at least 3 years experience should be in relevant area. Experience of working in Research/Academic institutes in relevant area shall also be considered.

Experience Profile:
The applicant should have relevant work experience in one or more fields like electrical energy storage systems, pumped hydro storage systems, mechanical energy storage systems, hydrogen energy storage systems, candidates with design and project execution and commissioning experience in energy storage systems will be preferred.

Job Profile:
The incumbent shall be responsible for conceptualizing and implementing energy storage systems at both utility scale and retail scale. He/She shall be responsible to design, procure, erect and commission energy storage systems like Battery energy storage systems (BESS), Hydrogen based storage systems, Pumped hydro Storage systems, Mechanical energy storage systems (Flywheels, potential energy storage systems) etc.

D. Specialist (Solar Thermal) - 01 Post

Qualification: Degree in Engineering in Mechanical or equivalent with at least 60% marks from a recognized institute.

Experience Requirement:
- Min. 10 years of post-qualification executive experience in energy/ process industry in a Govt./Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute, out of which at least 3 years experience should be in relevant area. Experience of working in Research/Academic institutes in relevant area shall also be considered.

Experience Profile:
The applicant should have relevant work experience in one or more fields like Solar Thermal Systems, Concentrated Solar Power, Solar based Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems etc.

Job Profile:
The incumbent shall be responsible for conceptualizing and implementing Solar Thermal projects. He/She shall be responsible to design, procure, erect and commission Solar Thermal Systems like Solar Thermal Systems for heat capture and use, Concentrated Solar Power systems, CHP systems and any other technology that extracts heat energy from solar and uses it for other downstream heating applications.

E. Specialist (Carbon Financing) - 01 Post

Qualification: Degree in Engineering in Mechanical/Electrical/Chemical/ Environment (or equivalent) or C.A/FCA or M.Sc in Chemistry/Environmental Science or MA in Economics with at least 60% marks from a recognized institute.

Experience Requirement:
- Min. 10 years of post-qualification executive experience in power/energy sector in a Govt./Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute, out of which at least 3 years experience should be in relevant area. Experience of working in Research/Academic institutes in relevant area shall also be considered.

Experience Profile:
The applicant should have relevant work experience in one or more fields like climate change and sustainability, capital & carbon market, climate finance strategies, market-based carbon finance instruments including carbon credits, carbon tax and emissions trading scheme, channeling public and private capital to sustainable investment. Candidates with experience of developing decarbonization strategy for energy/power sector and having led financing of low carbon and climate resilient projects related industry will be preferred.

Job Profile:
The incumbent shall be responsible for conceptualising and suggesting inputs for Climate Change strategy and introducing climate/carbon/ green finance into the organisation's plans. He/She shall be responsible for assessment of climate change risks and opportunities with financial implications, exploring methodologies to quantify carbon offsets and direct reduction created through green initiatives to reflect the same in CHG emission-verified financial statements and other documents related to decarbonisation of power sector and carbon pricing and finance.

Monthly Compensation for all posts: Commensurate with nature of experience in relevant area and expertise.

Tenure for all posts: Fixed Term Basis for a period of 3 years.

Upper Age Limit: 56 years.

GENERAL CONDITIONS:

1. Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply.
2. All qualifications should be from Universities / Institutions recognized and approved in India.
3. All candidates are required to produce their dated letter of experience as mentioned in the advertisement.
4. Candidates claiming to belong to any particular category shall necessarily have EWS/OBC/SC/ST/disability certificate as the case may be, from a Competent Authority.
5. Depending on the requirement, the Company reserves the right to cancel/curtail/extend the number of vacancies, if need so arises, without any further notice and without assigning any reason therefor.
6. While applying for the post, the applicant should ensure that he / she fulfills the eligibility and other norms mentioned above, as on the specified date and that the particulars furnished are correct in all respects. In case it is detected at any stage of recruitment that a candidate does not fulfill the eligibility norms and / or that he / she has furnished any incorrect / false information or has suppressed any material fact(s), his / her candidature will stand automatically cancelled. If any of the above shortcomings is / is detected even after appointment his / her services are liable to be terminated without any notice. Cancellation in any form shall disqualify the candidate from further process.
7. The mere fact that a candidate has submitted application against the advertisement and apparently fulfilling the criteria as prescribed in the advertisement would not be any bar to his / her right to be definitely called for interview considered further for selection process.
8. Any proceeding in respect of any matter of claim or dispute arising out of this advertisement and / or an application in response thereon to be instituted only in Delhi and courts / tribunals / forums at Delhi only shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction to try any such case / dispute.
9. In case any ambiguity/dispute arises on account of interpretation in versions other than English, the English Version will prevail.

HOW TO APPLY

Interested candidates should log on to our website www.ntpccareers.net or careers.nepc.com at www.ntpc.co.in. No other means/mode of application will be accepted. Candidates are required to possess a valid email ID. NTPC will not be responsible for bouncing back of any email sent to the candidates. There is no application fee for any post.

After applying online, candidate is required to download the registration slip generated by the system with unique registration number. Copy of registration slip may be retained by the candidate for future reference. No document is required to be sent to us by post. The candidates are to mandatorily be eligible candidates go through the full text of the advertisement and accept all the conditions given, while applying for the post.

Commenement of online registration of application: 18.03.2021
Last date for online registration of application: 07.04.2021

NTPC Shankar, Core-7, SCOPE Complex, 7, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003, Visit us at www.ntpc.co.in
(CIN: L40101DL1980PLC007996)
NATIONAL

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana protects economic interests of farmers: PM
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has said that Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) is continuously playing an important role in protecting the economic interests of the hardworking farmers by reducing the risk associated with weather uncertainties. Mr. Modi said, crores of farmers are availing the benefits of this farmer-friendly insurance scheme today. He was responding to a letter of Khesrawanand of Naunital, Uttar Pradesh, who wrote to Prime Minister through the Narendra Modi Mobile App, seeking financial support and other efforts of the government.

More than 3.7 crore job opportunities will be created in country with implementation of Vehicle Scrapping Policy
Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari has said, more than 3.7 crore job opportunities will be created in the country with the implementation of Vehicle Scrapping Policy. He said, additional GST revenue of 30 to 40 thousand crores rupees will be generated through this move. Making a statement in both Houses of Parliament, Mr. Gadkari said 10 thousand crores rupees worth of investment will be attracted through this policy. He said, the policy is aimed at creating a green car for phasing out old and polluting vehicles.

No railway station being handed over to private sector, ownership to remain with Railways
The government has clarified that the Railway Ministry is not going to hand over railway stations to the private sector, and the ownership will remain with the Railways. This was stated by the Railways Minister Piyush Goyal in a written reply in the Lok Sabha. He said, Ministry has constituted a group of secretaries to expedite redevelopment of 50 stations under public-private partnership mode.

European Medicines Agency says AstraZeneca Corona virus vaccine safe and effective
European Medicines Agency has said that AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine is safe and effective. The Agency’s safety committee said this after concluding its preliminary review of people vaccinated with COVID-19 vaccine AstraZeneca. This comes after several countries temporarily suspended the use of the vaccine over fears about side effects. The European Medicines Agency said that the vaccine is not associated with an increase in the overall risk of blood clot in those who received it and there is no evidence of a problem related to specific batches of the vaccine or to particular manufacturing sites. Earlier, the World Health Organization had reaffirmed its support for the shot.

Govt relaxes admission eligibility for B. Arch. Degree Course in view of COVID-19 pandemic
In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, the admission eligibility for Bachelor of Architecture, B.Arch. Degree Course has been relaxed for academic session 2021-2022. Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank has said that the minimum requirement of 50 per cent in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics and aggregate of 102 is relaxed to only pass in 12th Class with PCM subjects or 103 Diploma with Maths.

India is on track to achieve targets set under Paris Agreement for combating climate change: Javadekar
Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar has asserted that India is on track to achieve its targets set under the Paris Agreement for combating climate change. Replying to supplementaries during Question Hour in Lok Sabha, Mr. Javadekar said that implementation of the National Action Plan on Climate Change and other measures have led to reduction in emission intensity of GDP by 24 per cent between 2005 and 2016. He said, India’s forest cover is continuously increasing and it has reached to 24.56 per cent of geographical area of the country.

No proposal under consideration at present to bring in two child policy to control rising population: Govt
Government has clarified that there is no proposal under consideration at present to bring in two child policy to control the rising population in the country. This was stated in the Lok Sabha by the Minister of State for Health, Ashwini Choubey in a written reply. The Minister said, as per the National Family Health Survey data for the period of 2015-16, fertility rate has declined in the country to 2.2 as compared to 2.7 in 2005-06.

INTERNATIONAL

India-Uzbekistan military exercise on counter-terrorism operations concludes
The second edition of Indo-Uzbekistan Joint Field Training Exercise, EXERCISE DUSTLIK-II culminated on Friday after 10 days of mutual learning. In the joint exercise which began on 18th of March, training was focused on Counter Insurgency, Counter-Terrorism operations in urban scenario as well as sharing of expertise on Skills at Arms.

India hands over to Mauritius commercial supply of 2 lakh doses of Covaxin vaccine
India handed over to Mauritius a commercial supply of two lakh doses of Covaxin vaccine on Friday under the Vaccine Maitri initiative. In a tweet, Zoubir Joomaye, Senior Advisor to Prime Minister of Mauritius and Chairman of the National Vaccination Committee for COVID-19, gave this information.

PM addresses International Conference on Disaster Resilient Infrastructure
The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi addressed the opening ceremony of International Conference on Disaster Resilient Infrastructure through video conference. Prime Minister of Fiji, Prime Minister of Italy, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom were present on the occasion. Participants from national governments, experts from international organisations, academic institutions and the private sector also participated in the conference.

ECONOMY

Rating agency Moody’s projects India’s GDP to grow by 12 % this year
American business and financial services company Moody’s Analytics has projected India’s GDP to grow by 12% in 2021. In an earlier estimate last November, it had said India’s GDP will grow at 9% in the calendar year. In an updated projection, it said India’s near-term prospects have turned more favourable following a stronger than expected December quarter, when GDP grew by 0.4% over the year following a 7.5% contraction in the September quarter. Domestic and external demand has been on the mend since the easing of restrictions, which has led to improved manufacturing output in recent months.

Rajya Sabha passes Insurance Amendment Bill, 2021 increasing FDI limit from 49 to 74 percent
The Rajya Sabha has passed the Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 2021. The Bill seeks to amend the Insurance Act, 1938 which will increase the limit of foreign investment allowed in Indian insurance companies. The Bill provides to increase the foreign direct investment limit from existing 49 percent to 74 percent. It also has a provision for removal of restrictions on ownership and control of the insurance companies.

Govt signs contract with BDL to supply 4,860 Anti-Tank Guided Missiles to Indian Army
Ministry of Defence signed a contract with Bharat Dynamics Limited for supply of four thousand 906 Milan-2T Anti Tank Guided Missiles to Indian Army. The Defence Public Sector Undertaking will supply the missiles at a cost of one thousand 100 crores rupees. It is a repeat order of contract, which was signed with Bharat Dynamics Limited on 8th March, 2016. The Milan-2T is a tandem HEAT Anti-Tank Guided Missile with a range of one thousand 650 metres.

SPORTS

BCCI announces 18-member squad for ODI series against England
BCCI has announced an 18-member squad for the upcoming three-match One-Day International ODI series against England. The series begins on 23rd of March with BCCI deciding to hold all the ODIs in Pune. Babar Azam, Yuvraj Singh, Parthiv Patel, Mohammad Siraj and all-rounder Kuldeep Yadav have been picked up in the India squad for the series. The first match of the series will be played on 23rd March, the second on 26th and the third match on 28th March.

(Courtesy Google)